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Abstract
This study compares and describes the urban landscape of concert venues in Berlin andStockholm with a focus on popular music. It features research of spatial patterns amongconcert venues, gathered from participant observations and semi-structured interviewswith  agencies  and  officials  in  the  music  scene.  These  patterns  make  us  want  tounderstand the relationship between venues, why they sometimes agglomerate by size ina more gentrified environment.  By comparing the spatial  patterns with music exportdata,  an illustration of globalization is  developed. Further,  this study connects to thepolitical  controversy  of  the  contemporary  view on  music,  as  a  source  of  economicgrowth or not. The central concept of analysis is the division between high profitable hitmusic and conventional music. Theoretical perspectives of global economic system isthe base for the hypothesis that music is not a homogeneous entity. It is rather polarizedin  two  spheres  depending  on  the  status  in  the  global  economic  system.  This  studysuggests  that  hit  music  is  a  cultural  product  built  on  immaterial  values  and  placebranding for political agendas, rather than a cultural expression or genre of music likeany other. This part of the music economy show specific patterns of localization.Keywords: Globalization, Music Export, Venues, Stockholm, Berlin, Music Geography
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1. IntroductionThe music business is changing fast. Today, music is used more than ever, in bars, ingyms, in stores,  in phones and public transport.  It  is  basically everywhere.  Music issomething almost all of us have a relation to, a source of inspiration or debate. I’venoticed that this quantitative music boom reveals very little of the development behindthe  scenes.  The  way  music  production  and  distribution  works  remains  somewhatmythical to public opinion and unknown to academia in many ways. Few people outsidethe  music  industry  are  aware  to  what  extent  technology  and  political  economy haschanged  the  way  music  is  produced  today.  But  still  the  romanticized  picture  of  acomposers at a piano endures in public mindset. Established production procedures likethe track-hook process has brought to the music business what fast food brought to thedining business (Seabrook 2015). The focus of the study rests on regional urban patterns of concert venues in Berlinand Stockholm, aiming to illustrate the impact of globalization on the regional musicscene. I compare and describe the urban landscape of popular music in Stockholm andBerlin.  I  raise questions on how to measure music export; if  music in general  has acommon landscape; and whether a focus on national music export makes sense for theregional music scene? In the literature review for this study I find a common controversyamong various politicians and music business agencies. In short, the assumption thatmore  support  to  the  established actors  who generate  monetary  profit  (that  is  recordcompanies,  publishers,  top  artists,  etc)  will  generate  more  regional  cultural  benefit(Olofsson 2009). This kind of business logic within culture administration is widespreadin the common debate, in Sweden as well as Germany and many other urban centers. Itdoes  not  take  into  consideration  that  culture  is  not  always  managed  by  marketmechanisms.  Culture  politics  and  business  politics  are  being  mixed  up  while  thedevelopment of a local music scene is motivated through its potential monetary value, oras brand value attached to a place. Recent studies show that the figures behind the socalled Swedish music wonder are arbitrary. There is a lack of scientific evidence forSweden being the top music exporting country. These figures are likely a myth, or a partof a business narrative for nation branding (Fleischer 2017).Also, the idea that talent will be rewarded, is somewhat a myth, preserved in theinterest of those who knows that there are some talent more profitable than other. Rarely,there is  any product that  is  marketed with the argument that  it’s  the most profitableproduct of the company. Yet, we all know that stores put their products with highestprofit margin on the best spot in the store. Why should music business be governed byother business logic? Big venues are probably more profitable than small venues, just asmalls  are  generally  more  profitable  than  corner  shops.  The  size  of  business  is  acomparative  advantage  in  many  situations  (Harvey  2007),  also  in  music  business  itseems.
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In this study I want to show how one of the manifestations of globalization, thedramatic rise of urban land value, is profoundly shaping the future for artists, promoters,music audience  and all  involved with music  in  general.  Talent  and national  culturalfeatures are used to build brand narratives and at the same time obscure explanations ofstructural economic nature. Therefore I see a great need for more critical studies of theeconomic geography of music.1.1. DispositionAs described in the list of contents, this study have 10 chapters and several sub-chapters.In this first chapter I present the central research question and the over all purpose of thisresearch,  what  knowledge I  search and it’s  use for  society.  The end of  this chapter,describes and motivates my hypothesis. Next chapter, is a review of previous researchrelated to this study. It serves as a background to my study and an overview of a broaderresearch field. Chapter 3 is a review of the critical theory that is applied through thestudy. Chapter 4 explains methods used and the research design. In the 5th chapter, theresults of my research are presented as neutral as my positionality allows. It’s simply adenotation without consideration of theory and hypothesis. The central findings are 4maps,  supported by interviews and participatory observations. The database from myresearch is presented in the appendix just as reference. Following analysis chapter isdivided  in  sub-chapters  of  relevant  issues  in  order  to  to  make  a  comprehensivestatement.  This  part  is  sometimes  speculative  in  order  to  elaborate  possibleinterpretations of the empirical results. The analysis places the empirical findings in acontext and a theoretical perspective, developing the results into conclusions related tothe research questions and my hypothesis. The conclusion chapter is simply a review ofmy analysis and line of reasoning and an attempt to answer the research questions. Thefinal chapter is an outlook beyond this study, developing ideas for further research andreview of open questions.1.2. Research QuestionsThe overall research questions guiding this study are: 
• What characteristic spatial patterns can be found among concert venues in Berlin and Stockholm?
• How does the development of national music export relate to the development of regional concert venues in Stockholm and Berlin?
• How can we understand the relationship between hit music and conventional music in terms of actors, business structure, size and spatial location?The first question will be possible to answer from analysis of the maps from my Page 5 of 63



empirical research. With an answer to the 1st question and analysis of data from music export data, I get an important part of the answer to the 2nd question. The patterns reviledin the 1st question is also supposed to support my hypothesis, as well as guide to an answer of the 3rd question. With the 3rd question I am able to place my research in a broader relevance for society. These questions are developed from an inspiration to critically examine the widespread political agenda, where the division between culture and economy is transformed. It’s a field of research there lobby organizations tend to dominate over academia in public opinnion.1.3. PurposeThe location of concert venues matter for the access to live music for citizens in general.Peoples habits depend on availability. Logically, with an easy access the use increase. Ifthere is a concert hall in the same block, use of this venue becomes easier than if itinvolves  a  journey  to  get  there.  Further,  it  is  connected  to  issues  of  spatial  socialinequality (van Heur 2009:1531). Therefore, location of venues is an important issue anda central research question in this study.So,  how can we understand the  relationship between  hit  music export  and theaverage conventional music in terms of actors, structure, size and locations? I compareStockholm  and  Berlin  because  there  are  many  similarities,  but  also  a  fundamentaldifference. Stockholm is the capitol of a nation that stayed out of the 2nd world war, thathas developed with few obstacles into a highly globalized metropolis. Estimate, 40% ofthe Swedish music business is concentrated to Stockholm (Hallencreutz 2004:84). Berlinis a city that’s been isolated from much of the common urbanization trends during thedecades  of  the cold war era.  Creative ”clusters  in  Berlin  have grown as  a  result  ofincoming actors” (Bas van Heur, 2009:1545), causing a vibrant live scene. Berlin used tobe a city with very special conditions until the fall of the wall in 1989. Thus, we can seea different development pace in the over all business in Berlin, compared to Stockholm.It’s been lagging behind other metropolitan areas in the globalization, leaving land valuein central parts of the city on relatively low level. In Stockholm there has been a boom inother parts of the music scene, mainly the production and export of recorded music. Thisdifferent status makes it extra interesting to study.Hit music is a new product since the first half of the 20th century in the globaleconomic system. It was developed from two major inventions; the reproduced mediaproduct;  and  the  copyright  legislation  (Fleischer  2012).  The  music  product  is  oftenconnected to a place and a regional culture for a specific economic or political purpose.In  a  global  economic  system,  geographic  attributes  become  a  source  of  productdifferentiation and comparative advantage. It is in urban areas, often global cities thatcultural business cluster. Scott argues that Globalization accentuates the agglomerationof cultural businesses (Scott 2004:472). It is important to show how this agglomerationmanifest, how spatial patterns of venues are connected to land value through the processof globalization. A comparative study of two major cities, two cultural hubs will bring anPage 6 of 63



insight to the shaping of regional urban landscapes of concert venues.In my hypothesis I develop the academic debate of commercial music or “creativeindustry”, and experimental music or “cultural economy” (Elberse 2013; Florida 2010;Scott 2004; Seabrook 2015; Storey 2003; van Heur 2009) into a concept of two spheresof music. I argue, this structural analysis of music business is a key to comprehend thecomplexity of music business.  Few other studies have made a critical analysis of theeconomic geography of music with focus on live music venues, and none with scope ofBerlin and Stockholm. Music venues are a key infrastructure in music business and inurban music scenes. The location of venues matters a lot, both to the business and to thesurrounding space.  Music venues may enhance the symbolic value and also the landvalue of the area where it’s located (Johansson et al. 2016).  When studying the localmusic  scene  or  popular  music  one  need  to  sort  the  subsidized  end  of  the  aestheticeconomy  from  its  more  rough  and  ready  but  largely  profitable  end  in  the  creativeeconomy to make sense in an analysis (Cooke, Lazzeretti 2007:3). Hence this hypothesisand research design.This research will regard hit music as a commodity, or service rather than a genreof music like any other. My purpose is not rooted it normative aesthetic attributes ofmusic genres.  I argue that  geography of certain social activities in the city influenceother parts of society. So also the spatial patterns of concert venues. If people in affluentareas of a city have easier access to one type of venues it is likely to believe this mightinfluence social- and cultural sustainability of a place. The localization of music venuesis therefore an issue influential for segregation and close connected to gentrification.Hence, the question: How does the development of national music export relate to thedevelopment of regional concert  venues in Stockholm and Berlin? It will put culturepolicies in the context of space, place and globalization.In Bas van Heur's case study of London and Berlin, he identifies music nodes ineach city, consisting of record labels, concert venues, booking agencies, etc. (Van Heur2009:1536). Considering that the music scene in Berlin is changing fast, it is interestingthat Berlin has a similar concentration of music nodes as London. Yet, Great Britain isregarded as a much stronger music exporter than Germany. This leads me to think thatthe local music scene isn’t necessarily dependent on national music exports. If there isno steady link between music export and the rest of the music scene,  the hegeminicpolitical agenda might be ill fitted for its aims. Here I identify a contradiction between ahegemonic culture policy (Olofsson 2009; IFPI 2015) and common practice in musicbusiness. The idea, that what is good for hit music is also good for the over all spectra ofregional music scenes is controversial.  It’s  an interesting field of research with greatpotential use for society and few academic studies. With an answer to my 2nd researchquestion I would be able to clarify this contradiction.Globalization  is  transforming  the  division  of  labor,  opening  up  for  DIY homestudios. More people than ever have the equipment and time to produce and distributetheir own music. This is sometimes described as a democratization of music business or“long tail”. Still, the top charts are characterized by a tendency of massive exclusion of
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independent music. Unestablished song writers rarely make it into this sphere of superhit  makers  like  Dr.  Luke,  Ester  Dean  and  Max  Martin  (Seabrook  2015:10;  Elberse2013:197).  Here  we  have  an  example  of  the  polarization  of  music  business.  Thispolarization isn’t acknowledged in the hegemonic policy for cultural economy. I want tofind out if this polarization is also visible in geographic research, hence my hypothesis.1.4. HypothesisMy hypothesis for The sound of globalization is rooted in a broad academic discourse onpower relation and structuralist theoretical framework, such as a reaction to long tailtheory  and  Harvey's  critical  economic  theory.  Also,  theory  of  space,  place  andglobalization is influential in my hypothesis (Robinson 2007:134) as I describe in thetheory section of this study. My hypothesis should be regarded as a development of thetheory in order to explain specific processes in the music business. I’m proposing a viewof the music scene, not as a homogeneous entity, nor divided by aesthetic genres, butrather polarized in two spheres where the dividing line is claim on profitability. Henceit’s critical towards the political vision of Olofsson (2009) and many others.Globalization should be understood as the increased incorporation of internationaleconomic  structures.  Assuming  that  globalization  is  connected  to  rising  urban  landvalue,  the  centralization  of  capital,  and  that  large  concert  venues  are  dominated  byprofitable hit music. It is reasonable to argue that globalization seem to expand the spacefor hit music and reduce the space for conventional music.  However, the scope of thisstudy is too limited to make such conclusion.  The polarization of conventional musicand hit music, is manifested in global flows of capital, in the hierarchy of actors, in thebusiness structure, as well as in the landscape of performed music. I will touch uponthese  manifestations,  but  I  will  focus  on the  spatial  development.  However,  I  don’texpect to find the complete deductive verification in this limited study. Some geographers differ between cultural economy vs creative industries, which isa  broader  concept  with  economic  structure  as  the  central  point  of  analysis  (Cooke,Lazzeretti  2007).  This  categorization  integrate  all  sorts  of  creative  culture,  not  onlymusic, as I do. Both hit music and conventional music is subject to the polarization andhomogenization of globalization, making their differences  more significant. I illustratethis polarization in my research by comparing land value in two different metropolitanareas in Europe, with different level of gentrification.As global capitalism develops, the economic value attached to hit music creates astructural inequality and a polarization between conventional music and hit music. Theimpact of capitalism will come to dominate the music product when any monetary valueis  added  to  it,  and  thereby  make  the  cultural  value  of  the  music  product  of  lessersignificance. Looking at the localization of the music scene, it is not aesthetic or culturalboundaries that alters it, but the political economy. The globalization forces the musicscene into a polarization of profitable hit music and a very broad mix of subcultureshereby labeled conventional music. Page 8 of 63



1.4.1. Creativity versus ProfitabilityThe division of culture and commerce is a huge topic in social science that I will try tostay  out  of  as  much  as  possible  in  this  study.  I  also  want  to  highlight  that  thecategorization of music that I use is not normative in aspects such as good or bad music.My hypothesis  is  based  on  the  fact  that  there  is  a  division  between  creativity  andprofitability in any given music scene. Creativity, should here be understood as artisticcreativity, following innovations of self-fulfillment, societal change or reactions towardsother kinds of art. Entrepreneurial creativity is thought to have another aim, to developor  innovate  something  in  relation  to  a  market.  Profitability  in  this  respect  applycommercial templates for music, thereby limiting the artistic and aesthetic creativity. I'mreferring to templates such as radio edits, song structure, lyric themes, etc. Of coursethese categories  of creativity blend and coexist,  but  I  argue that  this division makessense  when  looking  at  the  economic  geography  of  music,  more  sense  than  otheracademic categorizations (Cooke, Lazzeretti 2007).There is certainly a gray-zone in between hit music and conventional music, andnot a clear cut. These two categories sometimes resemble each other, in aesthetic mattersat least. Still, I argue it makes sense to such division in analysis. For it is the division oftop profitable hits,  or blockbusters as  Elberse (2013) calls  it,  that  is becoming moresignificant with globalization. This is not an issue of aesthetics, thus I want to stress thatthis division has no normative motivation in terms of good music. The main differenceof these two categories of music are their prime incentive of either profitability, or not.When  the  prime  incentive  of  a  music  product  is  profit,  it’s  entire  performance  isdetermined by business competition. However, a hit music product can still fail and beunprofitable and sometimes blend with a subculture scenes. In the same way, music witha minor incentive of profitability can, in rare cases make it to the top charts and arenas. The  economic  value  attached  to  music  creates  a  structural  inequality  of  greatimportance. This is the reason why I find it useful to differ the concepts of hit music andconventional music, as explained further in next paragraph. This economic phenomenon,described in theory needs to be described in terms of geography. By presenting a map ofconcert venues sorted by size and location I will be able to show that the two differentcategories  of  music  are  disconnected  geographically.  The  division  between  nonprofitable music and profitable music is found not only in the urban landscape, but alsoin the political economy of music. 1.4.2. Two Conceptual Spheres of MusicIn this study I use two general concepts to illustrate and simplify the understanding ofmy hypothesis. It is a rough categorization to make sense of the complex landscape, thegray-zone  of  music  culture  and  music  industry.  Yet,  this  division  of  the  economicgeography of music makes an accurate description of the big picture in this theoreticalframework  of  globalization.  This  structural  division  of  the  music  scene  is  mainlymotivated by the prime motivation by the producer – either creativity or profitability.Page 9 of 63



First concept is the hit music.  This music is found in the sphere of western topcharts,  such as the Billboard.  It’s  written and produced often with only software,  bysongwriters  disconnected  from the  performing  artist,  sending  tracks  and  bits  of  thecomposition online, sometimes without meeting the other people in the team IRL. Eachperson in the production chain is specialized in one task, similar to common businessstrategies  like  comparative  advantages.  There  can  be  one  person  who  compose  thebeats/rhythm, one make the melody/the hook, while another one does the structure, andyet another one produce the music (Seabrook 2013). Its main format for consumptionused to be the reproduced recording, such as records, files, streaming, etc. Now, this ischanging  with  new  digital  technology  of  music  consumption  to  incorporate  moreperformed music to a higher degree (Musikindustrin 2015). The characteristic for thisconcept  rests  with  its  prime  motivation  for  production,  being  the  profitability.  HitMusic's line of production, its format, its business structure, its geography – is adjustedto principals of capital  accumulation above all else.  Contemporary hit music has theaesthetic features of time, key, tempo and structure because it’s better sales points andeasy to access, not because there is a common artistic vision among affluent producers tomake  music  pieces  of  3  minute,  mid  tempo,  major  key  and  double  chorus  ending.However,  this  does  not necessarily  exclude that  there are shifting degrees  of  artisticcreativity  involved  in  the  production.  Nether  is  the  aesthetic  features  central  to  mycategorization of music.Second  category,  the conventional  music being  basically  everything  else.Conventional  music  is  here  understood  in  respect  to  hit  music  like  the standard,  ormajority of music activity. This is naturally a wide range of subculture, mostly producedand performed by musicians in  a labor intense manner.  In  other words,  with  lots ofpeople involved and relatively few machines, compared to hit music. Its main format forconsumption is live, performed in concerts, shows, events, etc. Much of this concept isalso  available  as  reproduced  product,  due  to  digitalization,  but  usually  with  littleeconomic significance.  Recordings have mainly become a tool for marketing concertstoday (Perullo 2011:84, 348). The time when a large share of musicians could make aliving from royalties from recordings belongs to the past (STIM 2016, GEMA 2016).Roughly described, this is everything that does not make it to the charts. And if it doesnot make it to the charts it tends to become economically insignificant. This categoryfollows other strategies, more diverse, with a shifting degree of sociocultural dimension.Conventional  music  does  not  follow business  logic  above  all  else.  Hence,  it  is  theeconomic  significance  of  the  musical  piece  that  separates  it  into  one  of  these  twoconcepts of music. With the use of this hypothesis I will illustrate the spatial patterns ofmusic economy.
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2. Previous Research and Background ReviewThis  chapter  is  a  brief  background  to  the  research  that’s  been  done  in  economicgeography of music and music economy. My literature research is focused around thekey  words  of  this  study  as  well  as  relevant  terms  like  cluster,  culture  industry,geography, and music venues.  The public political debate on music economy is veryoften mixed up with concepts of music culture. To clarify some basics, we need a briefexplanation of how we use the term popular music, or  pop.  I use the term pop in thesame sense as (Björnberg; Bossius 2017:2) in this study. Pop is a widespread music,music known to a large number of people. It is also a compromise between subcultureagency and capitalist industry structure. See also John Storey (2003) for further readingon this. The tension between culture and commerce in popular music is, and have everbeen present in discourse, but using different labels for it. Contemporary popular musicis heterogeneous in sound. Much of the academic studies focus on recorded music, fewfocus on performed music. The winners in the political economy of music seems to be the major record/mediacompanies. They remain in control of the market, despite independent competition fromalternative distribution channels. Since Universal purchased EMI there are only threemajors left – Sony, Warner and Universal. They control almost all the songs that appearin  the  top charts (Musikindustrin 2016;  Fleischer  2012;  Elberse  2013).  As an artistswithout connections to one of these majors, the chances to have a hit song is about zero.Whether this is because the companies are skilled enough to pick up all music talent tobe found, a narrative that suits  music business,  or whether they have the position asgatekeepers  to  decide  what  is  a  hit  or  what  is  not.  This  is  highly  debated  andcontroversial.  Elberse is  critical  to the  long tail scenario  in music business,  that  thedigitalization will lead to the decline of big actors in the music business. She finds itunlikely because the marketing channels are still tied to actors with capital. 87 % ofBillboard  top  100  albums in  2012  were  released  through  the  major  labels  (Elberse2013:197) and this share seems to increase (Hallencreutz et al. 2004:88) also accordingto my research during a few months in 2016-2017. IFPI estimates that it  costs about500000-2  million  USD to  “break”  a  new music  act  in  a  major  market  like  the  US(Elberse 2013:193; IFPI 2017:34). This trend of oligopoly is emerging strong in the livemusic sector too during recent years (Johansson et al. 2016). Much academic studies have focused on globalization of music in terms of etherpostcolonial  world  music  critique  (White  2012),  or  the  sociocultural  impacts  ofglobalization (Holton 2000; Johansson, Bell 2009; Lashua et al. 2014; Perullo 2011), orin  very  general  terms  descriptive  (Krims  2007;  Storey  2003).  Within  the  field  ofeconomic  geography,  there  are  some  studies  of  creative  business  (Hallencreutz  &Lundequist 2004; Power 2010; Scott 2004). These are all, more or less isolating the viewof  culture  as  an  economic  activity,  thus  I  find  a  need  for  more  critical  studies.  Asdescribed earlier, roughly generalized, music geography is mainly concerned with the
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social  issues  of  music,  leaving  the  economic  system’s  influence  on  music  aside.Economic geography on the other hand focus on the role of music within the economicsystem, leaving the social impacts aside. Since this study is a part of an interdisciplinaryeducation,  I  aim  to  bridge  these  disciplinary  boarders  and  also  incorporate  relevantresearch from neighboring fields of research.Some studies, which in particular inspired me in this study, focus on the economicgeography  of  music.  There  is  a  study  by  Florida  and  Jackson  (2010),  investigatingclusters  of  musicians  in  relation  to  digitalization.  Florida  concludes  that  there  is  anincreasing  centralization  in  music  industry  in  financial  centers.  Digitalization  hasincreased this trend rather than made musicians independent from geographic location.He  also  finds  that  genres  of  subculture  develop  independent  from  the  majorcentralization, using new technology to build independent infrastructure. The geographyof  the music business  will  be shaped  by the  push and  pull  of  financial  centers  andcreative subculture (Florida 2010:319).Also Scott shows that the cultural industry is highly centralized, that 50% of theworkforce in US reside in cities of >1 million. But the level of centralization vary a lotwith region and the categorization. Cultural economy or industry is a label that include ahuge  variety  of  businesses  alongside  music  business.  Activities  such  as  museums,jewelry  architecture  is  included  in  this  label,  for  example  (Scott  2004:466).  Hence,cultural  industries  research  is  just  partly  relevant  to  my  study.  At  one  point  Scottquestions  the  role  of  cultural  politics.  What  does  the  development  of  agglomeratedcultural  industry  in  a  capitalist  logic  mean  for  general  human  development  (Scott2004:482)?  This  is  a  particularly  important  question  that  somehow  summarize  theinitiative to this study.The only mapping of concert venues I have encountered so far is from Nashvilleand  Pittsburgh  (Johansson  et  al.  2016)  made in  the  anthology  “The  Production  andConsumption of  Music in  the Digital  Age”  (Hracs  et  al.  2016).  This study focus onmusicians and the importance of digitalization for music scenes. Ola Johansson et al. usea  similar  method of  mapping and categorization of  venues  as  I  do in  my empiricalresearch. They find a significant difference between the two cities in respect to venuetypes. A fundamental  understanding  of  cultural  economic  geography is  that  there  are"positive externalities enjoyed by firms that are located in a city" or co-located in thesame place as other firms. An important part of positive externalities that I look closer atin this study is the abandoned facilities of declining industries. Places such as desertedfactories, railway stations or offices “may constitute cheap sites for emerging industries"in its need for affordable land value (Lorenzen, Fredriksen 2007:159).There  are  also  studies  describing  the  dynamics  within  the  commercial  music.Consumer  power  is  acknowledged  as  important  for  the  shaping  of  music  businessclusters, not simply the supply and control of copyright. Power (2010:146) suggests thatconstruction of intellectual properties and market differentiation are ”two sides of thesame  coin”.  Cultural  industry  in  general  need  to  differentiate  in  order  to  improve
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competitiveness. Cultural products are very easy to substitute, hence need to be uniqueand  constantly  replaced  by  new  products.  The  cultural  industry  firms  are  beingdependent on creativity and innovation for their competitiveness. The cultural industrydeviates  from the  standard  market  function  of  perfect  competition due  to  its  almostlimitless supply; and its dynamic co-production of value between consumer and supplier.As a study of culture economy it is a very sharp analysis, but it doesn’t differentiatebetween movies, records or concerts, which makes it less relevant for this my research.Powers’ focus on differentiation among cultural  products  and services  as  a  result  ofconsumers free will is exaggerated in my eyes. I’d say the almost limitless supply ofmusic  is  rather  explained  by  reduced  costs  of  production  and  distribution  than  byconsumer demand for variety, as Power focus on. For example, if it would be as easy toproduce a car as a music tune, there would probably be as many car brands today asthere are pop groups. It  is  suggested  by  many  studies  of  cultural  geography  that  clusters  of  musicbusiness  develop  by  alternative  reasons  than  other  businesses (Hallencreutz  et  al.2004:101). Van Heur conclude that clusters are a simplified and politicized explanationof local music business. ”The discursive selectivity within policy circles serves obviousideological and strategic functions” (van Heur 2009:1547). I agree with van Heur on thispoint.  I  also agree with general  critique (Brennan-Horley,  Gibson, 2009:2611) of thecluster studies as rather vague and undefined.Mixed up with the academic research is  a  wide range of  literature from lobbyorganizations that are highly influential in policy making. The globalization of musicbusiness  is  a  field  of  research  with  some  significant  knowledge  gaps  that  I  findinteresting for the common perception of globalization. Empirical research within thefield of economic geography of music is rare outside interest organizations, but muchneeded to build comprehensive critical theory.Reproduced  music  is  a  small  part  of  income  for  the  majority  of  musicians.Performed music is the major source of income for most musicians (Perullo 2011:86).This seems to be the situation in most parts of the affluent world. For those parts of theworld where copyright legislation is less efficiently enforced, or on a very basic level,the  hit  music  economy  is  less  developed.  Yet,  a  thriving  scene  for  conventionalperformed music can be found, posing a strong argument against global music businessas vital to the regional music scene. This is described in studies of the Tanzanian music
-economy for example (Perullo 2011; Hilhorst  2009; Reuster Jahn et al. 2011).  Thus,there is a need to understand the politics of copyright to describe the foundation of musiceconomy (Cluley 2009a),  and capitalism in general  (Harvey 2009:97).  This  divisionbetween  reproduced  music  and  performed  music  becomes  an  indicator  for  theglobalization music economy, therefore an interesting factor to study. This connects tomy 2nd research question: How does the development of national music export relate tothe development of regional concert venues in Stockholm and Berlin?The music industry is very influential, not only for the goods that are produced,promoted  and  sold,  but  also  for  the  ideologies  they  purvey,  the  ideologies  of
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consumption and importance of youth, hip and cool lifestyle (Taylor 2012:240). Taylordescribes the advertisement industry in detail and concludes that  the use of music incommercials  is  essential  in  the  promotion  of  consumption  as  a  lifestyle,  beyond aneconomic system. Today, commercials have replaced the role of MTV in the 80's and90's  as  mediator  of  trends.  New artists  are discovered and developed through musiclicensed for advertisement. Music has a great potential to transform other products intolifestyle and while doing this defusing the line between art and commerce, entertainmentand advertisement, culture and economy (Taylor 2012:237). This might be one reason tothe  common  discursive  confusion  within  culture  politics  of  today,  demonstrated  bySwedish politicians Olofsson (2009), Astudillo (2009) and many others. The development of music business is assumed to make a positive impact on locallevel in two ways; the direct economic growth as a result to increasing employment andmore  tax  revenues;  and  the  indirect  revenues  generated  by  local/regional  branding(Hallencreutz  et  al.  2004:14).  This  is  the  hegemonic  perspective  that  shape  thecontemporary dynamic view of music as both business and culture. The value of creativeclusters  are often idealized in  urban  policy when it  comes to  economic growth andcultural  innovation. It  also endanger the reproduction and deepening of social spatialinequalities  (van  Heur  2009:1531).  This  critical  argument  is  used  further  on  in  myanalysis  of  Berlin  ans  Stockholm.  Van Heur  shows that  the  ideas  about  the  role  ofcreative industries, as a sociocultural development agency, is widespread. These ideasare hegemonic in the world trend setting London, as well  as Berlin and many othercapitols. Whether this whole discourse focus on creative clusters is a part of urban hypeand plays a part in raising land value is likely (ibid:1532).The advertisement industry and the music industry has merged during last coupleof decades and the line between advertisement music and music has become very vague.Taylor (2012) shows a long history of how music has been used to advertise and sell notonly services and goods, but also ideas, in particular the very ideology of consumption.The degree of creativity or even the art in advertisement is from time to time questioned.I think it is useful to compare today’s hit music with advertisement music because itfollows similar commercial agenda. Hit music, as well as advertisement music, is madeto sell. Its prime objective is not aesthetic or artistic creativity, but to sell a recording, abrand, a lifestyle,  etc.  With this said,  it  does not mean that advertisement is  withoutcreativity, but it is not art, following Taylor’s (2012:244) argumentation. Advertisementoften  contains  a  high  level  of  entrepreneurial  creativity  that  use  aesthetics  for  itsobjective, to sell. Cluley (2009b) argues that the aesthetic values of cultural products canbe as important as the economic value. This is indeed acknowledged in contemporaryplace branding strategies, an issue that I return to in my analysis in chapter 8.Cooke and Lazzeretti explain the division between  culture economy vs  creativeindustry as a way categorize socioeconomic activity. Their concept for analysis “movesfrom the subsidized end of the aesthetic economy to its more rough and ready but largelyprofitable  end  in  the  creative  economy"  (Cooke,  Lazzeretti  2007:2,3).  Thus,acknowledging  the  influence  of  the  economic  system  on  culture.  I  use  similar
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categorization in my research, with the level of capitalist involvement in music scene asthe major defining feature for analysis, split into hit music vs conventional music.Music needs to be understood as a powerful tool for marketing and sales (IFPI2015).  It  is  not  merely a  cultural  expression by artists,  yet  not  merely an economicactivity. The location of venues matters a lot, both to the business and to the surroundingspace. "Artistic inspiration and stylistic insights related to production and marketing ofmusic are heavily dependent on global pipelines of knowledge, and such pipelines arereserved for a few, global,  cities.  These are the places where new trends,  styles,  topgroups and path-breaking bands first disseminate and travel to" (Lorenzen, Fredriksen2007:175). Music venues may enhance the symbolic value and also the land value of thearea where it’s located.  Small and mid size venues are especially linked to a place’shistory  and  music  community.  Trendsetting  venues  are  often  the  precursor  of  thegentrification that later on might force the venue to relocate (Johansson et al. 2016).Music business is localized to major urban areas because this is where diversity andopportunities develop. Yet, the established musicians tend to reside in places apart fromurban agglomerations of creativity (Lorenzen, Fredriksen 2007:172). 3. Theoretical Framework and ConceptsThere is an ongoing, low intensive political struggle to define what music is. I argue,when using the  economic significance  of  a  music piece  for  analysis,  it  will  aid  theunderstanding of this political struggle. The theoretical approach of this study is situatedbetween cultural geography and economic geography. I use cultural expressions such asmusic to define the scope of research. At the same time it is the economic aspects thatare in  focus,  not  the aesthetic  aspects.  Historically,  the framework is  situated in  thepresent, with a few parallels of development within a 15 years term, and connections todevelopment theory. My general theoretical perspective focus more on structures than onagency. A few conceptual explanations are proprietary at this stage. The concept  Musicbusiness is used as a slightly broader definition of the music industry, production andservice.  Music scene is the holistic term for the music environment, including social,aesthetic and economic aspects at a given place. Globalization is referred to as a processof increasing interdependence of social and cultural activity, expansion of commercialnetworks, and increased mobility of information and the general compression of timeand space.  The definition of  globalization in  this  study is  broad  but  focused  on theeconomic adjustment and interconnections of human societal activity.  Music should beunderstood as both culture and product, both art and craft at the same time in this study.3.1. Space, Place and GlobalizationSince the 1990s, clustering of creative industries is a dominant way to describe urbanPage 15 of 63



areas where aesthetic production and service is located (van Heur 2009). This is muchassociated with globalization and the use of copyright to construct monopoly advantagetowards  competition  from  new  markets  incorporated  through  the  process  ofglobalization. Free economic competition tends to amplify small geographic differencesrather  than  equalize  them.  This  goes  for  differences  of  natural  resources  as  well  asdifferences of social construction. Each product or service has regional specific featuresand ranges within space, developed from economic competition. Economic managementis often bound to a place, while trade, especially in globalization isn’t bound to the sameborders (Harvey 2009:96). Capitalist expansion is constantly moving towards monopoly.Places of different comparative advantages have been developed with internal marketsbecause space made up a barrier of transport costs. With globalization, the technologicaldevelopment of infrastructure has reduced the barriers of space, and transport costs ofinformation, capital  and products (Harvey 2009:98). Chinese low-cost  products are adominant feature in record music production and live music business. This challenge tomonopoly has been handled with a development and spread of immaterial legislation bythe centralized capital. The result is an accumulation of financial power in global cities.Each business has slightly  different  places  of accumulation due to  historical  reasonscontrol. It  is the centralizing force in the economic system that causes the tension ofgeographic  center  and  misappropriation  of  place  and  space.  The  time  –  spacecompression  by  globalization  amplifies  this  feature  of  economic  geography (Harvey2009:97). However, the compression of time and space in the recorded music business ismore significant than it is in the live music business. This is because live music requirespeople to move, thus can’t be digitalized as easily.Spatial agglomeration is an advantage in some situations while a disadvantage inother  situations.  As  Harvey  explains,  if  there  is  a  mutual  supportive  agglomerationeconomy, as it is for specialized retailers, it’s an advantage to be located close to othersimilar retailers. In case you run a subway, there are no agglomeration advantage and itmakes no sense to build 5 subway lines next to each other (Harvey 2010:163). I arguethat  it’s  reasonable  to  believe  that  concert  venues  share  agglomeration  advantagessimilar  to  specialized  retailers.  Logically,  a  venue is  favored  by  adjacent  supportiveactivities,  related to costumer demands.  This could be easy transport  facilities,  othervenues, restaurants, an attractive atmosphere, etc.  The spatial location is one of the most important features when studying economicgeography.  Clusters  of  economic  activity  is  commonly explained  by its  comparativeadvantages inherited from spatial proximity (Hallencreutz et al. 2004; Power 2010). Itapplies both for direct business relations as well as related business relations. A positivelocal image/brand is particularly an important part for spatial agglomeration of economicactivity showed later on in this study. Agglomeration of music business enhance theimage and prestige of a place (Scott 2004:477). This is a widespread strategy in manyregions  (IFPI  2015).  Spatial  location  can  also  be  explained  as  forms  of  localizedmonopoly (Harvey 2010:164). If you can convince the market that there are no betterproduct or service made elsewhere, the unique place becomes a monopolistic advantage.
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The location is advantage against competitors on the market.Spatial  distribution of  business  is  explained in many different  ways.  There arenetworks and clusters that in various ways depend on economic, social, geographical andhistorical reasons. Following Harvey’s theory, I argue that the direct economic factor isdominating the others, hence the main focus in this study. However, this does not meanthat  other  factors  are  irrelevant,  of  course.  The  impact  of  stable  business  relations,personal meetings and competition are very relevant for agglomeration (Hallencreutz etal. 2004:18). I elaborate further on this theory in my hypothesis sub-chapter.Global cities are the centers of music business, hence immaterial right and centersof capital accumulation. They are sometimes also places with the capacity to produceand assign brand value to products and firms. This is not simply managed by attractingmany investors, firms and expertise, but by developing narratives,  images and mythsabout  places.  Global  cities  in  cultural  industries  rest  their  competitiveness  ondifferentiation (Jansson, Power 2010:902). This is somehow explaining the difference inplace branding between Berlin as a place for live music, and Stockholm as a place ofmusic innovation talent. Sweden’s and Stockholm's ambitions to be a prime producer ofhit music could be understood in terms of taking place in the network of global cities. Itis in the interest of music business and government to have a city that is competitive onthe global  market  of  specialized services  (Robinson 2007:135).  Why Stockholm andBerlin are competing with renown cities like New York and London is motivated by theimportance of music export for the regional music scenes. Since space is measured bytime,  and  the  fundamental  goal  in  capitalism  is  to  reduce  the  time  of  capitalaccumulation,  the  concept  of  space  will  be  reduced  by  strong  incitement  as  far  aspossible. This is the basic theory of uneven geographic development (Harvey 2009:98).It’s  one way to understand the global  differences between and within cities,  and thelocalization of specialized services like music production or concerts. The city brand istreated like if it was an enterprise, and culture is a very important tool when developinga  brand  (Jansson,  Power  2010).  Also  the urban  geography as  well  as  the economicstructure  will  revile  the  relative  situation  between  the  concepts  of  hit  music  andconventional music. 3.2.  Global  Capitalism  –  Diversity,  Homogenization  and PolarizationTo be able to understand the uneven geographic development it is absolutely necessaryto  understand  the  role  of  the  economic  system.  Defined  as  global  capitalism,  theeconomic system is structuring human activities in a very significant way, connectingregional, national and global economies. In this system, the neoliberal state takes on therole of facilitating capital accumulation, facilitating economic growth and stability fortrade (Harvey 2009).  Both Sweden and Germany, Stockholm and Berlin  are heavilyinfluenced, and connected in global capitalism, even though one can argue that this isPage 17 of 63



not the only political influence. Global  capitalism  theory  is  focusing  on  a  new  global  production  system,  themechanisms  for  localization  and  inequality.  As  described  in  following  chapter,  myhypothesis  propose  that  global  capitalism  has  both  led  to  a  polarization  andhomogenization of the music scene simultaneously. I roughly put this into two categoriesor concepts, hit music and conventional music, explained further in next chapter. The  way  we  think  about  popular  music  is  an  effect  of  the  20th centuryindustrialization  of  culture  and  the  use  of  music  as  a  commodity  (Frith  1996:95).Capitalism is an economic system that promotes profit and growth by mechanisms ofsupply and demand. The cultural globalization means that liberal market capitalism doesaffect the culture in a certain way. As far as capitalism strives for homogenization ormonopoly, this economic system also influence culture with the same logic when it’stransformed into products with monetary value (Hoogvelt 2001:129). The concept of cultural industry and popular hit music can be found already inTheodor  Adorno’s  texts  from  1941  (Frith,  Goodwin  1990).  The  standardizedprofessional  templates for  hit  music have been developed in close connection to theliberal political ideas and capitalism.  The economic significance in hit music enhancesthe aesthetic, geographic and economic homogenization as the global capitalistic systemgains influence with globalization. The music business is an excellent example of howless profitable actors are forced out of business by more successful  competitors, andconsequently designed to develop hegemony and monopoly (Fleisher 2012:455). Thediversity within hit music is very limited in comparison to conventional music, as I showin my research. Cultural globalization is often described in either ways of cultural homogenization,polarization or cultural diversification. I would argue that these processes are happeningat  the  same  time  on  different  levels  of  society,  yet  parts  of  the  same  globalizationprocess.  The  homogenization,  polarization  and  diversification  are  not  necessarilyconflicting.  There  can  also  be  simultaneous  homogenization,  polarization  anddiversification of culture (Held et al. 1999; Holton 2000; Hoogvelt 2001; Axford 2013). Copyright  is  the  key  instrument  for  development  of  hit  music,  transforming  amoment  of  sound  into  a  lifelong  investment.  It  is  the  tool/agreement  that  makes  itpossible for the capitalistic economic system to transform culture into products (Cluley2009a:223).  Without  copyright  legislation  we'd  probably  see  a  completely  differentmusic geography. Thus, law and copyright is not by nature given, rather developed bypolitical agendas (Fleischer 2012:457), as strategy to keep economic power centralizedand reduce competition (Harvey 2009:98). Just look at Africa, a music business desert,but a potential opportunity at the same time (IFPI 2017:32). The key that is missing is anefficient intellectual property legislation.Music is under influence of lots of legal arrangements, differing between nationallegislation.  There  are master  rights,  publishing  rights,  synchronization rights,  and  inEurope there are also neighboring rights, all covering different parts of the copyright.Publishing rights covers the immaterial right of the composition. Master rights covers
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the physical recording of the composition. The performing artist rarely enjoys much ofthe revenues from these rights. Since the legislation of labor have a stronger counterpartit has been more difficult for record companies to control the performed part of musicindustry. It can be argued that recorded music is used just as promotion tool for concertstoday, not as a livelihood for musicians in general (Musikindustrin 2015).I use the theoretical concepts of homogenization, polarization and diversification(Smith 2013:159; Held et al. 1999:373; Robinson 2007:140) to build a hypothesis anddescribe in what ways the development of performed music follows the same patterns asany  other  commodity  when  treated  alike.  This  study  turn  the  focus  away  from theanthropological field of research on world music as the ultimate sign of globalization(White  2012:1),  and  examine  the  economic  system that  structure  the  geography  ofmusic.  If  we  understand  the  global  capitalism’s  capacity  to  transform  culture  intocommodity,  we  can  also  understand  the  connections  between  popular  music,  musicgeography, and the local music scene of places. Fleischer  (2012:18)  describes  the  concept  of  political  economy  of  music  asdeveloped out of common practice and acknowledgment  of  the controversy betweenmusic and economy. This perception is important for the understanding of wage laborversus artistic labor. Whatever value is added to the product when it’s resold, it will notaffect  the  wage  for  the  labor  performed.  This  is  the  difference  between  music  andcommodified music in a capitalist system. When music is treated like a commodity, thepeople creating it  are paid as wage labor. When music is treated like art,  the peoplecreating it are paid like artists. Then there are no guaranties for any payment of labor.The payment will eventually come when the product is sold and royalty received. Hence,in  an  abstract  way,  the  labor  security  stands  against  artistic  freedom  (Fleischer2012:449). In a historic perspective, there was no normative division between art andcraft. The craft of engineering was handled at the same level as the art of music. It isthrough the development of the capitalistic economic system that the normative divisionof art and craft first appear (Fleischer 2012:30). However, I've no intention to ventureinto normative discussions on art, and this is not a historic study. Yet it is important tounderstand this division when researching the present status of the political economy ofmusic, as well as the economic geography of music. The economic system is a powerfulstructuring force on human cultural activities, shaping places far beyond any concept ofindividual agency. The borders between music and commercial, art and commodity isblurred to the extent that few laymen consider it anymore. 4. Methodology4.1. Method StrategyThere is need for “qualitative spatial data collection” and new methods of approachinggeography  of  music  (Brennan-Horley,  Gibson  2009).  Sometimes  there  is  a  need  toPage 19 of 63



combine methods to develop new knowledge. The research strategy in this study is bothquantitative and qualitative because the aim of the study is to show spatial and economicdifferences,  and  the  measured  variables  are  of  economic  character  in  comparison.  Iwould describe this study as mixed methods guided by a relativistic epistemology. It ismixed  in  the  sense  that  it  combines  and  compares  secondary  statistical  data  withinterviews, participant observations and mapping. Even though a substantial part of thisresearch  is  of  quantitative  analysis,  it  does  not  follow  a  positivist-empiricalmethodology. Both interviews and statistics are not fixed knowledge, but a subject tointerpretation from a theoretical perspective. I will explore the research questions with global statistical data on music exportsprovided by IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry) combined withsemi-structured  interviews  with  agencies,  promoters  and  musicians  in  two dominanturban areas. Berlin and Stockholm are capitals in two countries with fairly stable basiceconomy, but different settings in music economy. The comparison is intended to showthat cities on different level of globalization perform differently, thus guide the answer tothe research questions. It’s not possible to find a place where to isolate one factor ofstudy, however Berlin and Stockholm are more easy to comparable than other places.But of course, no society is simple to study and there will always be factors of influencethat are beyond a researchers control, forming a degree of epistemic uncertainty.Through participatory observations I've been able to triangulate information onvenues, whether they are still open and the size of venue. Wherever I could not findsubstantial, confirmed information online or through interviews, I visited these venuesduring opening hours. This was essential information to answer the first of my researchquestions  and  it  was  also  of  great  importance  when  answering  the  second researchquestion.I have made interviews with people in the music business at various levels to beable  to  answer  my  second  research  question  in  particular,  but  also  to  broaden  myunderstanding  for  both  research  questions.  To  map all  venues  in  the  cities  requiredmultiple methods. It is obvious that I needed to conduct field work in Stockholm as wellas  Berlin.  This  kind  of  empirical  data  could not  be  found,  or  scientifically  verifiedwithout field work. To use only one method of research would have made the data lessreliable and/or take longer time. Therefore I chose to use this mix of methods.4.2. Research DesignThis  study  is  designed  in  a  mixed  methods  framework  to  draw  comprehensiveconclusions from qualitative and quantitative data. This information was made availableonly by a combination of methods. It is a research in three stages; secondary statisticaldata  gathering  on  global  flows  of  royalty  payments  (commonly  described  as  musicexport);  participant  observations  and  interviews  with  agencies  in  Berlin;  participantobservations and interviews with agencies in Stockholm.In respect to the research questions I have gathered data in two steps. First of all,Page 20 of 63



data on contemporary music venues in two regions, Stockholm and Berlin. This wasmanaged  through  semi-structured  interviews,  mainly  with  interviewees  that  set  upconcerts,  using  a  snowball  technique.  The  first  interviews  and  my  participatoryobservations  helped  me  get  in  touch  with  new  interviewees  and  so  on  (Longhurst2013:109). Semi-structured interviews in particular, is a very useful method. It allowsfor an open response in the participants’ own words but involves some standardizedquestions  regarding  the  respondents  knowledge  on  venues  in  town  (Longhurst2013:105). This databases on venues contains primary four variables, collected duringthe last 6 months of 2016. The variables are: address, number of monthly performances,capacity of the venue, and the average entrance fee. This data has been cross-checkedthrough literature studies,  online records  and participatory observations (appendix).  Iconducted interviews with officials in each country, being cultural departments, bookingagencies, lobby organizations and local promoters. My interviews were done face to faceor Skype call. With 11 interviews in Berlin and 8 in Stockholm, 6 female and 13 male, Iestimated that I was able to map all venues in the specified urban area for an accuratespatial analysis. This database was applied in a GIS and presented as thematic maps.They  showing the major  findings in  my empirical  research.  I  think that  maps are apowerful medium for the representation of knowledge on place and space. These mapsshow whether venues dedicated to hit music have a separated or integrated space in thecity, compared to venues dedicated to conventional music. It visualizes the analysis of apolarization between conventional music and hit music, whether it is also manifested inthe urban space. According to theory, small venues are likely clustered in one regionwhile large venues are situated far away from other venues. These large venues are multipurpose venues, made for all kinds of events, and the place for performed hit music. Theadditional qualitative data gathered from interviews is used in my analysis to furtherdevelop plausible answers to the research questions.  All,  but  one interview has beenrecorded and archived according to proper research ethics (Longhurst 2013:110).  It’sopen for review on request, but not presented in writing as in its complete due to it’sextensive nature.Second, I have gathered secondary statistical data on music export from IFPI database. This is the interest organization for record companies, so there might be a risk touse this data on its  own. It will be in the interest  of the organization to boost thesefigures.  There is  critique to the way figures on music export are used and presented(Fleischer 2012:427; Fleischer 2017:153). Therefore I’ve cross-checked this data as faras  possible  in  national  statistical  offices  and  journalistic  articles.  The  data  oncontemporary music export is presented in chapter 7 and compared to the map of Berlinand Stockholm.Finally, the study is complemented by analysis of the top charts to describe thestatus of hit music compared to conventional music. The research scope is limited tocontemporary  data.  It  incorporates  some  historical  data,  but  does  not  focus  on  ahistorical analysis. Globalization is an established phenomenon that this study does notquestion. The focus is on the economic variables of music economy in Germany and
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Sweden, but in a global context. I have used existing statistical data on size and flows ofmusic exports from IFPI’s yearly Global Music Report. Regional geography of musiceconomy is at the core of this study and is  highlighted as I  spent 10 weeks of fieldresearch. 6 weeks in Berlin and 4 weeks in Stockholm. It would of course be interestingto have a larger sample of regional music economy. Unfortunately this is beyond thescope of this study because of limited resources. This study will not either go into detailsof music genres or aesthetics as this is out the field of geography. Even though somemight find it relevant with an interdisciplinary research, this would make the study toobroad. I therefore welcome further research in this field.4.3. DelimitationThe delimitation of any research is essential for its credibility and feasibility. The limitsof this study concerns space and time, but also the qualitative characters of venues. SinceI make comparison between Stockholm and Berlin I need to follow a comprehensive andequivalent  delimitation  of  the  area  in  the  study.  Berlin  is  substantially  larger  thanStockholm,  both  in  area  and  population.  I've  chosen  to  limit  this  study  to  thekommun/district  of  Stockholm plus  neighboring  areas  Solna  and  Nacka.  Districts  ofEkerö, Huddinge, Lidingö and Värmdö are not included. Respectively the city of Berlinis delimited to the area within the S-bahn ring plus neighboring bezirk/areas Lichtenbergand Pankow. Areas of Marzahn, Reinickendorf, Spandau, Steglitz and Köpenick outsideS-bahn  ring  are  not  included.  This  appears  to  be  the  most  comprehensive  spatialdelimitation to make for this study. It’s also important to acknowledge the extraordinarystatus that both Stockholm and Berlin have in a national perspective. These cities are notthe  average  city,  but  rather  global  hubs  and  the  frontiers  between  the  national,  theregional  and  the  global.  Considering  these  factors  I  must  use  a  certain  amount  ofscientific skepticism when making conclusions. Since live venues tend to open up, close down and change name rather often I needto limit the study in time. It is also important to estimate how many performances permonth that are staged at any given venue, and what character of performances there are.If I was to look at July, that is a holiday season, I'd have another figure compared toOctober, that is a peak season for concerts, for example. In order to get a more accuratefigure I have limited the study to the last 6 months of 2016.This  study  is  delimited  in  characteristics  to  venues  that  stage  regular  musicconcerts in combination with DJs, but leave out venues that only stage DJs. This meansthat  many  night  clubs  and  hotels  are  not  in  the  list.  Neither  do  I  include  privategatherings  with  membership  and  without  public  access.  It  is  the  active  choice  ofdelimitation as the empirical study should focus on performed music and venues thattreat music as their main activity for attracting audience. No religious venues such aschurches are studied since music is not the prime objective even though a very importantfeature. Adding to that, religious venues mainly host a distinct genre of music, rarelyperformed in other venues, and religious venues have an other financial structure thanPage 22 of 63



commercial venues, therefore more resistant to effects of globalization.The interviews were chosen out of a wide range of actors in the music business inorder to supply a wider understanding for the issue and develop the analysis of thispaper. However, interviewees are somewhat corresponding in profession at both areas ofstudy.  There  are  interviews  of  bookers,  lobby  organizations,  local  promoters  andcollecting society in  Stockholm. Despite  repeated efforts  I  never  managed to  get  aninterview  with  GEMA.  This  keeps  the  information  comparable  and  favors  thedelimitation. All in all, 19 semi-structured interviews were made for this study.4.4. Research Ethics and PositionalityThe ethical issues I'll have to consider in this thesis can be divided into research andwriting. There are the anonymity and confidentiality of the interviewees in my research(Longhurst 2013:111). If the participants need to be anonymous the credibility of theinterview might be weaker, but their position in the music business is not crucial for theinformation on venues. It is not randomized interviews with people in the same position,but it is their unique occupation that constitutes the quality of the information. However,my  interview  questions  will  not  be  of  personal  sensitivity,  but  possibly  businesssensitive.  According to good academic ethics,  I  will  offer  copies  of  the study to allparticipants.Then there are issues of proper academic writing. This includes a structured andconsistent  reference  system.  I  use  The  Chicago  Manual  of  Style as  a  resource  andstandard  as  well  as  some text  books  on  comprehensive  interview transcription.  Thereference system will be the Harvard according to the majority of texts at my faculty. Asfor  my  supervisor,  Oxford  reference  system  would  be  equivalent  as  long  as  it  isconsistent. The secondary data on music exports could eventually be bias, thus a potentialproblem as I do not have the control over how it is gathered. I figure this is of minorconcern as long as I use the same data by IFPI as is being used in most other researcheson music business. If the data is the same as the basis for agencies policies, it will be ascredible and no major issue of  research ethics.  This data will be used in analysis tocontrast to my empirical data and put the research into a global context of music export.Science  is  as  much  based  on  standards,  as  anything  else  when  it  comes  tocommunication and comprehensive information. My own experiences and knowledge aswell  as  the  academic  tradition  I  am  trained  within,  will  influence  my  writing  andassumptions. The kind of qualitative information of sometimes high political value thatI, and other researchers handle, is not purely objective. But this does not have to be aproblem for the credibility of the work as long as I as a researcher reflect about ethicalissues, gender, ethnicity, etc. As long as I declare my view point and keep my own rolein  the  open,  the  receiver  of  the  information  will  be  able  to  judge  the  degree  ofobjectivity, credibility and validity of the work. The ideas of linear models standards ofscience are contested for good reasons. “Policy makers looking to use science to advancePage 23 of 63



their own agendas often reinforce the possibility of a separation between science andpolitics.” (Pielke 2007:5) This way of stealthy transforming policy issues into technicalissues are very common among contemporary neoliberal policy, not only in the culturesector. My interviews were made without interpreter in English and Swedish. I did notexperience  any  implications  due  to  language barrier  since  all  my interviewees  wereskilled in language. Transcriptions of the interviews we not made word by word, but asummary of the information with quote were relevant. This was my rational choice, as Ibelieve, my own view is when transcribing interviews is as neutral as if I transcribe wordby word. My subjectivity as a researcher will affect the data at some point anyway. Mostimportant is to declare and reflect  on tendencies of self-censorship,  prejudgment andsubjectivity. My interpretation of the information gathered is very important as I am alens for projection of the results. I want to be clear on my position for the sake of properscience. I am an ethnic Swedish male, raised by non academic parents in a middle classenvironment in Stockholm. My professional background contain various music businessemployments  and  a  former  university  degree  in  development  and  internationalcooperation.As a researcher, I have to consider the sensitivity of the information gained frommy interviews and the potential harm to individuals versus the academic benefit. In thisrespect I offered my interviewees my transcriptions and extended consent in case of useof  quotation.  Some doesn’t  consent  to  quotation,  hence  I  choose not  to  include  fulltranscripts. All interviewees have also been offered a copy of my thesis when published.Scientific research is in it’s basic form promoting critical thinking, but should work withessential questions for society. All science have a responsibility towards participants aswell as cooperation with society as a whole. Further, I acknowledge that research resultsat university should be of beneficial use for society (Vetenskapsrådet 2011:30).
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5. Results - Empirical DataThe empirical data in this chapter is the result of several interviews, scouting and visitsto concert venues. On the night of December 3rd 2016, I got the privilege to witnessclosely what gentrification means to independent music venues. One new tenant in thebuilding next to the venue I visited had called the police due to noise at 21:00. Thissingle neighbor managed to suspend all concerts planned for 2017, with the help of 6armed police officers on spot. This well known concert venue in Friedrichshain was anestablished small size live venue since many years before this tenant moved into thehouse.Following sub-chapters will be a review of my empirical study, the research I havemade for this thesis during the winter of 2016-17. The data base of venues presented inthe maps are available as an appendix. They were developed from mixed methods ofinterviews, literature studies and participatory observations. The info on general entrancefee and number of shows is incomplete due to available data in the field and thereforenot used. The capacity of venues are calculated from an estimate of maximum audiencein the concert space. It was not possible to calculate the exact amount of audience permonth  and  venue  because  of  lack  of  information.  It  would  require  a  much  morecomprehensive study.
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5.1. Maps

 Figure 1: Map of Berlin concert venues by audience capacity and genre type. Faded areas are excluded from research. Scale 1:90000. ©Geofabrik GmbH & OpenStreetMap. Page 26 of 63



 Figure 2: Map of Berlin concert venues by audience capacity and genre type. Scale 1:60000. ©GeofabrikGmbH & OpenStreetMap. Page 27 of 63



Figure 3: Map of Stockholm venues by audience capacity and genre type. Scale 1:80000 ©Lantmäteriet.
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Figure 4: Map of Stockholm venues by audience capacity and genre type. Scale 1:60000 ©Lantmäteriet.
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The different categories representing broad music genres show different spatial patterns.The category of classic music and opera, indicated in red color, follows a similar patternin both Stockholm (figure 3, 4) and Berlin (figure 1, 2), located in the areas of higherland value, compared to categories of popular music. The city center is the area withhighest  land  value,  there  we  find  the  classic  old  concert  halls  in  both  Berlin  andStockholm. Also the category of jazz and folk music, indicated in yellow, shows a spatialpattern compared to popular music in both Stockholm and Berlin.The size of venue, indicated by size of dot in each figure, shows a slightly differentpattern between Stockholm and Berlin. Stockholm has stronger agglomeration of venuesthan in Berlin. In Stockholm, the high mid range and large venues are located aroundstrategic junctions in Slakthusområdet and Solna outside the city center, while low midand small venues dominate Södermalm. There are large areas of the center where thereare no low mid size venues at all, and almost no small venues.In Berlin, the difference of localization pattern between the upper range and lowerrange of venues is more diffuse than in Stockholm (figure 1, 2). Big arenas are located inthe center, mixed side by side with other sizes of venues in areas such as Ostbahnhof andPrenzlauerberg. In Kreuzberg there is a huge amount of small venues located, but alsohigh mid size venues such as Columbia Halle, Huxley’s, White Trash and Arena. Berlinshows a more heterogeneous pattern of venues.I have made a balanced custom range that I think illustrates the situation in themost  accurate  way,  equal  in  both  cities.  It  is  a  categorization  that  makes  sense  inconsultancy  with  interviewees  and  the  structure  of  the  music  scene  in  general.  Thecapacity range from 80-249 people is dominated by voluntary work both on stage andbehind  stage  (Live-DMA 2015;  von  Bronikowski  2016).  There’s  certainly  not  onlyamateurs in this category, but the space for commercial interest is significantly lower,and the space for artistic  innovation is  extensive. In  this category I find the highestdegree of diversity of artistic and entrepreneurial innovation. Venues in the category 80-249 people capacity, the small size venues are more frequent in Berlin. The capacity range between 250-499 people is perhaps the category with highestrisks relative to rewards. It’s a size of venues that have to rely on a degree of voluntarywork,  but  also  a  larger  backup  capital.  Approximate  capacity  of  500  people  is  thebreaking point, then concerts start to be profitable for both artists and promoters (vonBronikowski 2016).  Further this size of venues often need to adjust to, and considerother values than the artistic vision. It is the category that depends on both voluntarywork (or subsidies) and the use of hit-music scene for profitability. This can be managedin  many  different  ways,  such  as  dance  music  parties  after  concerts,  differentiatedbooking, higher investment in advertising, etc. Still, concert venues up to 500 peoplecapacity have a generally low profitability (Botnen Diamant 2017; Schulze 2016; vonBronikowski 2016).Venues with capacity from 500-2499 are run in a different manner, often by capitalinvestment from other companies with a demand for capital growth. These venues stageboth the most popular artists of subcultures and hit music. For most people active in the
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music business, this is the end of the commercial ladder. Jazz, folk, opera, blues, etc aregenres that are never featured in the sphere of hit music. For some popular music, topcharts and classic best-sellers the >2500 capacity venues are affordable. This categorydemands a very high degree of investment but also the highest revenues (Live-DMA2015; Pihlgren 2016; von Bronikowski 2016). These venues used to be built by cities,often supported by state finance. Today the arenas are co-financed by private sector, akind of public-private-partnership, renaming them as landmarks for global enterprise,such as “Ericson Globe” and “Mercedes-Benz Arena”. Large venues generally receivelittle amount of subsidy. In general bigger the venue, the higher the ticket sales as part ofthe  venues  total  income  (Live-DMA 2015:18).  This  is  illustrated  in  figure  5,  alsorelieving the different economic environments of small, medium and large venues. Thispicture of subsidy levels is further developed in interviews (Inde 2017; Lindström 2017;Pihlgren 2017). Also the different levels of subsidy dependence between genres (Inde2017). The  populationdifference  betweenStockholm and Berlinareas of study is about1  to  2,26.  The  totalcapacity  of  concertvenues  in  Stockholmis  173200  people.  Inregard  to  thepopulation  of  2,2million  inhabitants  ofthe  entire  Stockholmmetropolitan  area,  itresults  in  a  capacityfactor  of  12,7  (SCB2014). Looking at the population of the studied inner city area, 1,08 million inhabitants,it result in a capacity factor of 6,2 (ibid.). Stockholm holds 54 venues all in all. That isprecise 20000 people per venue in the studied area, and 40700 people per venue for theentire municipality of Stockholm, Stockholms län.The total capacity of concert venues in Berlin is 213000, which gives a capacityfactor  of  16,2  per  inhabitant  for  the  entire  municipality  of  3,44  million  inhabitants(Jahrbuch 2010:35). For the inner city area of this study the population is 2,44 million(ibid.),  thus  a  capacity  factor  of  11,5 per  inhabitant.  The total  amount  of  venues  ischanging fast in big cities as they are constantly developing and changing. In this study Ifound 134 venues of different size in Berlin. That is 18200 people per venue in the cityarea of study, 25700 people per venue for the entire Berlin municipality.Stockholm’s 54 venues have an average capacity of  3207 people.  Berlin’s  134
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venues have an average capacity of 1590 people. Looking at the number of venues infigures 1-4 we note 8 venues >2500 in Stockholm, 11 in Berlin. Reducing it to venuesused all year, not open air venues, we note 6 in Stockholm and 7 in Berlin. Consideringthe difference in size of population, this is a significant difference. We can conclude thatBerlin has a larger amount of venues in total, while Stockholm has a larger capacity forthe average venue with a capacity factor of 6,2 versus 11,5 inhabitants per venue seat. 

Figure 6: Total number of concert venues distributed by size category.Figure 6 and 7 show the size distribution of venues. Compared to Berlin in relationto population, Stockholm has an average higher capacity per venue and a larger amountof large venues, sized >2500 and 500-2499, such as arenas and halls. Stockholm has15% large venues, 30% high mid size, 17% low mid size and 39% small venues. Thesame distribution for Berlin is 9% large venues, 17% high mid size, 21% low mid sizeand 53% small venues. This proportion is illustrated in figure 7. 
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Figure 7: All concert venues proportionally distributed in categories by size. Size distribution of venues.In figure 7 we can clearly see the difference in live music structure,  with verydifferent distribution between small, low mid, high mid and large venues. Stockholm hasa  disproportionate  distribution between low mid and high mid-size venues.  Also theproportion of large venues is significant,  which is the reason why Stockholm has anaverage capacity of venues twice of Berlin. I call this measurement size distribution ofvenues.The large venues in Stockholm are located in Slakthusområdet and Solna station.Both these areas are characterized by emerging new business environment, commercialcenters  and  public  transport  junctions.  Just  next  to  the  largest  indoor  venue  inStockholm,  Friends  Arena,  there  is  also  Mall  of  Scandinavia,  one  of  the  largestcommercial  centers  in  norther  Europe.  Both  this  mall  and  the  arena  are  part  ofStockholm’s new urban environment, opened in 2015 respectively 2012. Not far fromthere  is  Solnahallen  located.  In  Slakthusområdet,  the  iconic  arena  of  Ericson  Globeforms a cluster with Annexet, Tele2 Arena and Hovet. This area is also home to a bigcommercial center although not as up to date as the Mall of Scandinavia. Except forthese  two  areas  there  are  almost  no  other  big  venues.  There  are  seasonal  open  airconcerts at Gröna Lund and Stadion. At both Slakthusområdet and Solna station thereare no small or low mid size venues located. All these large indoor venues are multi-purpose venues, not primarily constructed for music, but for sports and various events.Hence, the acoustics are compromised in favor for other features. 
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Reading  the  maps  on  Berlin,  we  see  a  more  disbursed  or  heterogeneouslocalization of large venues. Merzedes-Benz Arena, Max Schmeling Halle, Tempodrom,Velodrom and Columbia Halle are all located in different areas of the inner city, in closeconnection to other smaller venues. The Olympic Stadium, rebuilt in 2006, stands outwith it’s similarities to venue localization of Stockholm. It’s located outside the S-bahnring without other smaller venues in the area and it holds a capacity of maximum 76176people. That is significantly larger than any other indoor venue in Berlin, also larger thanFriends Arena in Stockholm.A comparison of land value reveals a significant differences between these twocities.  Stockholm has  a  top m² price for  residence in the city center  of approximate12000€  while  Berlin  has  a  top  price  of  6500€  m² (Boverket  2015:10;  Berlin  Hyp2016:8).  The  top  prices  in  Stockholm  are  found  in  the  center,  that  is  Norrmalm,Östermalm, Vasastan, Kungsholmen and northern Södermalm (Boverket 2015:10). Thetop prices in Berlin are found in Mitte and Charlottenburg. Also among low- and midrange  housing  this  difference  is  significant.  (Berlin  Hyp  2016:24).  It  is  commonknowledge  that  Berlin  is  relatively  poor  compared  to  other  capitals  in  Europe.Purchasing power  index  from 2015 places  Berlin  below German average  and  muchbelow other major German cities like Hamburg, Munich and Düsseldorf (Berlin Hyp2016:3).

If we put this landscape of venues in relation to the national music sales, Germanyemerge as the 3rd largest market for recorded music, Sweden at 12th place in figure 8.Independent export figures are not available, and these are the latest update of exportand domestic sales together. Swedish music sales in 2014 are at an equal per capita levelPage 34 of 63
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as German music sales.  18,9 US$ in Sweden and 17,5 US$ in Germany, if  nationalpopulation is  estimated to 10 million respectively 80 million. In 2014, Germany hadmarket sales division of 70% physical and 22% digital. The only country to have highershare of physical sales was Japan. Swedish shares were 15% physical and 73% digital(RIAJ 2015:24). That is almost the opposite way around.Looking  at  foreign  copyright  income alone  there  are  comparable  figures.  Theinternational  income for  GEMA was 71 million euros in  2015, an increase from 67million euros in 2014. In comparison to GEMA’s total income of 875 million euros in2015, it’s a fairly small part (GEMA 2016:25). For STIM the international income 653million SEK or approximate 70 million euros in 2015, an increase of from approximate58 million euros in 2014 and 55 million euros in 2013 (STIM 2016:10).  This is onlyfigures that represent exploitation of copyright, not the complete music export, howeverone wants  to  calculate  it.  The total  value of  Swedish music  export  is  calculated byMusiksverige (2015) is 1,7 billion SEK, equivalent to 180 million euros. Physical salesof recorded music is declining steady all over the world, although quicker in some placeslike Sweden. Germany has been slower in this restructuring, but is coming very strong atthe  time  of  writing.  73% increase  of  streaming  services  in  Germany  in  2016 (IFPI2017:15). Swedish market showed this rapid change 5 years ago and has now stabilizedon a level of 85% streamed music of total revenues (Musiksverige 2015). It is importantto acknowledge the different methods of counting between organizations, and the lack ofa uniform standard for producing figures on export. Copyright income figures are themost uniform measure to find. To sum up, German music business is less digitalized andless export oriented, compared to Swedish music business.5.2. Interviews and ObservationsThere are 19 interviews made for this study. They are used to build the database for themaps presented in previous part and in the appendix, but also to build knowledge onvarious perceptions on my research questions. As my empirical results are from semi-structured interviews and participatory observations it makes little sense to review themindependently, to chart results, or make an index apart from the appendix. Depending onthe position of the respondent, I elaborated the interview. A standardized questionnairewould have been of little help for the aim of this study. Instead I used a set of openquestions  that  formed a broad  topic.  The  interviews ranged  from 40  to  90  minutes.Naturally, I have recorded audio and transcriptions from all interviews saved and free toreview in case of a dispute of reference.  The results  from my interviews are furtherdeveloped and reviewed in the discussion part, to support or disprove arguments in thesame way as literature is used. The list of interviews is featured in the last reference partof this paper. Due to the extensive amount of interviews, a full review of transcriptionand observations at this section of the thesis might be appropriate for some academia,but it would mean another 50 pages of overwhelming information, risking to draw focusfrom the important information. I’ve considered this dilemma with my supervisor andPage 35 of 63



find this delimitation serving the coherence of the paper in the best way. Besides thedatabase, my interviews are used for background information and general opinions onthe issue. I rarely use direct quotes from my interviews, but as support or disagreementon arguments.5.3. SummarySpatial patterns of localization differ between Stockholm and Berlin when looking atpopular music venues. In Stockholm there are large areas of the city center where nolower mid size venues are located at all, and almost no small venues. The large venuesare highly concentrated to two places, slightly outside the city center. Berlin shows amore heterogeneous pattern of venues even though some parts of the city center is overrepresented. This goes for all sizes of venues. Berlin has a larger amount of venues intotal, while Stockholm has a larger capacity for average venue with a capacity factor of6,2  versus  11,5  inhabitants  per  venue seat.  Stockholm’s  54 venues  have  an  averagecapacity of 3207 people. Berlin’s 134 venues have an average capacity of 1590 people.The size distribution of venues in Stockholm indicate 15% large venues, 30% highmid size, 17% low mid size and 39% small venues. The same distribution for Berlin is9% large venues, 17% high mid size, 21% low mid size and 53% small venues. Mostinteresting feature is the extraordinary distribution of lower mid size venues.Land  value  in  Stockholm  is  significantly  higher  than  in  Berlin  with  someindications of up to 100% difference in the city center. Also the average purchase poweris lower in Berlin compared to Stockholm, and other cities in Germany as well. This is avery important factor for the geography of the city. When dividing venues of differentsubsidy level the issue of land value becomes clear. Both Stockholm and Berlin show thesame pattern of localization among venues dedicated to jazz, folk, opera and classicalmusic. These venues are located in the areas of high land value such as Mitte in Berlin,and Östermalm in Stockholm. These are areas with very few venues dedicated to popularmusic.Looking at music sales, IFPI estimate the size of Swedish and German music sales(both domestic and export) to be almost equal per capita. This contradicts the reportsfrom Musiksverige and Export Music Sweden, who put Sweden at the frontiers of musicsales. Copyright revenues indicates that Sweden have a significantly higher music exportcompared to Germany. However,  there is increasing doubt of how to measure musicexport in a scientific, comprehensive way in order to make useful comparisons. All in all, the results show signs of Stockholm as the more gentrified place andmore incorporated in globalization than Berlin. This is the basis for my comparison andfurther analysis.
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6. AnalysisThere are of course good reasons to be careful when making an academic analysis ofresearch data. There are significant differences between Stockholm and Berlin that areimportant but yet outside the scope of this research. The Swedish and German legislationdiffers  when  it  comes  to  general  venue  management,  and  alcohol  distribution  inparticular. In Berlin, alcohol is often sold to the same prize as non alcoholic beverages,and venues are allowed to work without strict curfew. In Stockholm, alcohol distributionand opening hours of venues are far more regulated. Enforcement of legislation alsodiffers  between  Berlin  ans  Stockholm  as  an  effect  of  limited  capacity  of  the  city,according to various interviewees and observations. Gentrification is yet one of the mostfrequent topics among my interviewees and literature regarding culture geography. Thus,I will also use gentrification to explain the localization patterns of venues. There’s also asignificant difference between the music scene in each capitol and the rest of the nation,especially in Berlin  (Böcher 2016).  Generalization between national and regional cantherefore be complex.6.1. The Landscape of Music Venues in BerlinEveryone I  talked to  in  Berlin  were  familiar  with  the concept  of  gentrification.  It’sobvious that this is an open debate in society in large, even more than in Stockholm. Isee this as an indication of the ongoing changes in the city, the increasing land value andrelocation  of  culture  activity.  The  Berlin  cultural  policy begins  to  acknowledge that”physical  locations  are  the  prerequisite  for  cultural  production,  presentation,  andnetworking. For a  long time, there was an excess  of  them in Berlin.  But  due to anincreasing demand for apartments and work-spaces and the resulting increase in rentalprices, space is now becoming increasingly rare. Art and creativity are now threatenedwith being displaced to the margins of the city.” (Berlin Cultural Policy 2014) This is anaccurate description of the situation.Berlin has lower land value (even though increasing fast),  but also less use ofdigitalized  music  services  and  distribution  technology,  stagnating  figures  of  export(GEMA 2016),  a  more geographically diverse distribution of  low subsidized concertvenues, lower average venue capacity, and a high proportion of small venues. I wouldhold it very likely that the geographic structure of venues in figure 1-4, as well as thesize distribution of venue size in figure 6 and 7 is closely related to these indicationsabove. However, I’m not able to prove a correlation without further research.Indicated from my results in figure 1 and 2, the map of venues in Berlin reveal anagglomeration of venues in the areas of Kreuzberg and Friedrichshain, as a result ofhistorical  place  specific  reasons  explained  in  interviews  (Böcher  2016;  Grün  2016;Schultze 2016). In these parts of the city all sizes of venues are mixed, Merzedes-BenzArena is just a block away from small and mid size venues. Compared to Stockholm,Page 37 of 63



this is a heterogeneous mix of venues even though dominated by small venues. Landvalue in this area is lower than in Prenzlauerberg and Mitte, that used to be a strongagglomeration of venues in the first decade after the wall (Grün 2016, Schultze 2016,von Bronikowski 2016). I believe the connection between land value and music businessis very strong. With a lower pressure from the market towards capital  accumulation,there is more space for an independent music scene.GEMA states that their increase in revenues is partly due to a higher amount of bigconcerts (GEMA 2016:26), same reason as STIM indicates (Lindström 2017). I argue,according to Harvey (2006; 2009; 2010) that large venues are increasing as a result ofprofitability rather than any other reason. The proportion of large, profitable venues isgreater in the more gentrified city of Stockholm, compared to Berlin. As globalizationgentrifies the city, it pulls music scene development in the line of commercial standards.It  makes  more  sense  to  develop  venues  with  higher  profitability.  There’s  a  strongindependent  music  scene  in  Berlin  that  tends  to  resist  centralization  and  marketadjustment  according  to  interview  with  international  consult  company,  SoundDiplomacy. The development of local scenes is also much depending on elections andpolitical decisions (Knoflach 2017). Cultural business is often the first victim of gentrification, but also the precursor,as it attracts makes the area more attractive. Independent culture is very sensitive to theaccess to space in the city.  “With any additional cost or a cost increase the financialsituation of music venues will  further deteriorate and turn into loss-making” for livevenues in Germany (LiveKomm 2015).  This is  one of the main reasons to subsidizecultural business in general. If the culture business is forced out of town, it will bringundesired side effects to the city. An active and accessible culture is something that mostpeople find desirable. The  way  we  access  culture  is  quite  different  depending  on  our  personalpreferences and the availability offered to us as citizens. If we have a local concert venuein  the  neighborhood  that  stage  shows  regularly  we  would  probably  have  anotherlifestyle, and probably see more shows in comparison to if live music is offered at theother end of town at an arena or a bar. My argument is, that access or availability is astrong factor in the development of lifestyle or cultural habits. Similar to our habits ofshopping in big malls in suburbs or at corner shops in the same block. Perhaps is it moreimportant  to  study this small  scale local  music scene that  is  renown and favored inBerlin, rather than the fact that there are not more concert seats per capita compared toStockholm. The areas of Friedrichshain and Kreuzberg are littered with small and mid-size venues, as showed in figure 1 and 2. More in absolute numbers as well as relationalto inhabitants. However, this kind of diversity is not to be mixed up with the kind ofdiversity  developing  from  globalization,  described  in  the  theory  chapter.  Diversitydeveloped by globalization is illustrated later on in figure 10. We always need to keep inmind that each place has a unique human geography, of course, Berlin in particular withit’s  history.  Similarities  of  spatial  patterns  can  have  many  possible  explanations.Johansson (et al. 2016) find a similar pattern in Nashville and Pittsburgh, USA, as I do
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in Berlin and Stockholm. Venues out of downtown tend to cluster in commercial areas ofmixed use and with access to car parking. The agglomeration factors seem to differ withsize of venues. This structure is more significant in Stockholm, presented in followingsub chapter.6.2. The Landscape of Music Venues in StockholmIn the map of venues in Stockholm we can observe an agglomeration of small venues inSödermalm.  These  venues  are  small  and mid size  venues.  Large  venues are locatedoutside the city center, marking a spatial division between small shows and large shows.Indicated in interview there is a trend in Sweden in general, with more revenue from liveshows,  more concert  tickets sold,  but  also increase in large shows (Lindström 2017,Thurn 2017). Probably this is a trend best described as, more people visit few shows thatcost more (Lindström 2017, Pihlgren 2017).Small,  and  mid  size  independent  actors  in  the  popular  music  business  inStockholm is located in central parts, mixed with commerce, residence and other culturalactivity. The large venues in Stockholm rather share space with huge sports events andfairs than with other sizes of music venues. These parts of the city offer another kind ofurban environment, often characterized by commuter junctions and malls as in Solna Cand Globen. This a spatial division of music venues is probably also developing a spatialdivision  between  audiences  according  to  argument  of  availability.  Higher  costs  oftransport  increase  the  importance  of  location  (Harvey  2010:163).  This  division  alsocorresponds with my hypothetical division between hit music and conventional music.Seasonal venues are fewer in Stockholm than in Berlin, as we see in the maps,figure 1-4. I see no other reason for this than the significantly shorter out door season inStockholm. The climate isn’t favorable to open air events on 59th latitude, in Stockholm.Naturally, this isn’t the only plausible explanation and I might be wrong.Different genre specific venues is located in different areas. High status areas inNorrmalm would never be able to host concert venues if they had to compete on thesame market as surrounding banks. Yet, we find venues for classic music here. Operahouses in both Stockholm and Berlin are still under control of the political apparatusrather than market mechanisms. This is a result of differing subsidy levels to differentgenres and an indicator of the resilience to economic globalization shown by venuesdedicated to jazz, folk and opera in figure 3 and 4. Pop, being the genre most open toglobalization is located in areas with low land value if not profitable. If no such land isavailable, some manage to survive in suburbs, and some seize to exist. Cultural activityis  dependent  on general  localization principals  too,  and therefore also dependent  onaccess to the city infrastructure.The different music genres are operating under different rules and regulations forpublic subsidy. The broad genre of popular music includes a wide range from obscuretechno to top hit music. Despite the title, far from all popular music is popular or evenclose to pop. Still, pop receives a very low level of public subsidies because the idea ofPage 39 of 63



popular music as profitable endures,  hence in no need for support. Through politicaldivision of genres the classic music and opera have a subsidy ratio of approx 90% ofturnover, while jazz and folk music have an approx ratio of 50%, and other pop music(rock, rap, electro, etc) have an approx ratio of 10% (Inde 2017; Pihlgren 2017). Thesedifferent opportunities have a profound implication on the geography venues illustratedin figure 3 and 4 in Stockholm (indicated by different colors), but also figure 1 and 2 inBerlin. The similar patterns indicate a similar subsidy regulation in both cities.What we see when looking at an over all structure in Stockholm is a higher landvalue; a more centralized venue distribution among the less subsidized popular musicvenues; a large proportion of big venues; an increase of registered composers and use ofmusic as a result of high digitalization (STIM 2016); a high degree of place branding,both on national and regional level. Consequently, the music scene of Stockholm hascome very far in its development to be included in the market economy. This was apolitical agenda launched by the minister of commerce already back in the 90’s. With theestablishment  of  Export  Music  Sweden  and  the  Polar  Price,  music  would  be  theeconomic engine of growth to replace old industry after the economic crisis (Fleischer2017:156).Signs in the music scene like the ones in Stockholm with increased consumption,mass production, increased profitability, increased export, high technology developmentand digitalization of music services (STIM 2016), all goes in line with globalization ofeconomy and labor (Harvey 2009). I would like to conclude that Stockholm has moresignificant characteristics of globalization compared to Berlin. The structure of concertvenues  becomes  logic  in  the  theoretical  perspective  of  global  capitalism  andhomogenization. Low subsidized venues form a spatial pattern created to a high degreeby market mechanisms.6.3. Uneven Geographic Development of GlobalizationHow can we understand the relationship between concert venues in terms of size andspatial location? I find that Stockholm is more gentrified than Berlin, much because ofthe  long  history  of  instability  for  investment  in  Berlin.  This  is  the  basis  for  mycomparison. The significant difference in land value influence is an important feature toexplain the urban geography. The attractive parts of the city become inhabited by actorswith either political support or financial muscles. The higher the land value rises, themore pressure is placed on the actors to be profitable. This development of gentrificationis not only, but to large extent driven by globalization. In many ways, the results in thisstudy supports my prejudice perception and previous studies. The spatial distribution ofvenues have a tendency to cluster in similar was as music studios, shown by van Heur(2009) and Johansson et al. (2016).  The uneven distribution of small venues in Berlinand  Stockholm  seems  to  depend  on  low  land  value  and  voluntary  work  (vonBronikowski 2016). It is not a new idea, that “most networks of aesthetic production areheavily structured by this investment of free labour.” (van Heur 2009:1546). How is thisPage 40 of 63



related to the spatial patterns in the maps, figure 1-4? Stockholm, with an inner city land value up to 11000 € per m² (Boverket 2015:10) offer a tough environment for the independent music scene. When globalization pulls capital towards centers, it raises the land value, increasing the need to find subsidy, new localization or lower costs for their business including artist fees. Despite the average higher purchase power in Stockholm, ticket prices and artist fees seem to be at same level as in Berlin in small venues (appendix). The precise reasons for this development are hard to tell. My data on ticket price is incomplete and no organization keep statistics for ticket price. Lower mid-size venues, capacity 249-499, are also dependent on voluntary workand subsidy, but they also take on larger risk as the monetary stakes are higher than insmall venues. Small and low mid-size venues are both highly dependent on independententrepreneurial  skills.  ”Bar income and subsidy are  therefore  essential  to  realize thecurrent program of music venues, especially for smaller venues.” (Live-DMA 2015:22)This makes them even more vulnerable to gentrification, as can be seen in figure 7.Stockholm shows a disproportion of small and low mid venues.Venues typical for conventional music is hindered when globalization increases theland value. This situation increases the demand of profitability of culture. Rutgersson(2016) seems to be right in the conclusions of a middle part of the pyramid in crisis.Figure  7  indicates  a  disproportionately  low  amount  of  low  mid  size  venues  inStockholm. But Rutgersson fails to connect this result to a larger theoretic framework ofuneven geographic and economic development as a result of globalization.The  way  different  subsidy  levels  shape  the  geography  of  music  is  a  directproduction of land value and culture. As we can notice form the global hubs of NewYork and London, the high demand for land makes the value skyrocket. The only waycultural business can do to maintain in central areas with high land value is to becomemore competitive and profitable or become subsidized. In both Stockholm and Berlin itis the subsidized genres that occupy the valuable central areas.In  the  bigger  picture,  I  argue,  there  is  not  necessarily  an  opposition  betweencreativity and profitability. It  is a matter of time and continuity of politics. There  is aprofitability on long term in culture if we include other values to the discourse, such associal  capital  that  any society or  business  rely  on.  Concert venues  are  a  part  of  aninfrastructure that is vital to social capital of a place (Leichsenring 2016). Without thissocial  capital  cities  like  Berlin  and  Stockholm would  be  less  interesting  places  forinvestment.  This  is  somehow acknowledged  in  Berlins cultural politics.  The  culturepolicy of the city puts priority on internationalization and profitability of the local musicscene (Clarus 2016). Whether it is the conventional music or the hit music venues thatattracts tourism in Berlin differs in my interviews.The big entertainment companies are reaching for larger cuts from blockbusters. Inone aspect they can not afford the top celebrity, but they cannot either afford to leave therace for the top names (Elberse 2013:8).  As long as the most famous artists  are thecommercially best choice, the salaries will skyrocket, leaving the rest in another league
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far behind. Of course, all bets are not successes, but it takes big bet to get a success. Thisis business logic, far from artistic creativity. Only the most affluent and most daring canwin such race. Financially strong venue ownership have an advantage when adapting tourban changes, hence the ongoing corporatization of live music (Johansson et al. 2016),exemplified  by  Live  Nation  and  Scorpio.  The  result  of  my  research  confirms  thehypothesis of a spatial division between sizes of venues, even though the data in thisstudy is limited.6.4. Small, Medium or Large Size VenuesThe common picture of the music scene is one of a Swedish music wonder. But there isalso an alternative pictures of The Swedish music wonder on a local level. It is describedas a pyramid, with a solid base of culture school substituted education for amateurs and astrong tip constituted by established corporate, strong export and arena shows where thebig hits are played. But the middle part of this pyramid, the part that connects the baseand the top is not so well off (Rutgersson 2016:4). The bridge of infrastructure betweenamateurs and music business needs support or there won’t be a development of newsuccessful music in Sweden in the future. The infrastructure consists of schools, studios,rehearsal rooms, but also venues (Knoflach 2017). If mid size venues should disappear,the chain of a prosperous music scene would break and no new artists would make thestep from a minor local act to a major international act. It is crucial that there are livemusic venues of all sizes in a city, from a business point of view (Cluley 2009a:219;Pihlgren 2017). No artist starts out their carrier performing at an arena. These argumentssupport my hypothesis of a hit music separated from conventional music in terms ofactors, venues and strategies. The distance from average music to the top acts is gettinggreater. I illustrate this analysis of local music business development in figure 10, and Itake Rutgersson’s (2016) analysis even further and make the connection to globalization.Large venues are generally closer connected to the globalized music business interms of ownership and network, while small and mid size venues are often closer to thelocal music business such as bookers, owners and artists (Johansson et al  2016). With adeclining space for small and medium sized venues that we see in Stockholm, figure 3and 4, the space for conventional live music is also declining. It is at small and mid sizevenues that unestablished semiprofessional artists have been starting their careers. Whenthe small  venues become rare,  the step from semi-professional  artists to professionalartists becomes greater. It is likely to think this will increase obstacles for new artists tobecome established in the official labor market. It is also likely to influence negative onthe average fee for unestablished artists, considering the stagnating concert ticket pricesin Stockholm at small venues (appendix), despite higher purchase power. With a feweramount of venues and an increasing amount of composers (STIM 2015), it is a fair toassume that  the competition for  shows would increase.  Consequently,  if  demand forvenues increase and the supply of  venues decrease the value of  artist  is  decreasing.Today it’s often more profitable for musicians to play in the street than to play in a venuePage 42 of 63



(Grün 2016). This is an example where labor security stands against artistic freedom inthe political economy of music (Fleischer 2012:449). The artists hold on to the image ofa potential profitable hit music career while the labor rights and small size concert feesare reduced  (von Bronikowski  2016).  This  is  something that  I  can’t  prove with myresearch, but I, as well as many interviewees find it very likely. 6.5. Digitalization, Copyright and GlobalizationIn what way can this research tell us anything about how the development of nationalmusic export  relate to the development of regional concert venues in Stockholm andBerlin?  Harvey  point  at  the  copyright  as  a  key  for  the  capital  to  keep  the  capitalcentralized  and  gain  control  during  the  process  of  globalization  (Harvey  2007).Digitalization  reduces  the  cost  of  transport  drastically  for  reproduced  music.  It  hasopened up new markets with new means of production, distribution and consumption ofreproduced music.  It  has also resulted in new channels of payment such as the verysuccessful business model of subscription (IFPI 2017). Edgar Bergner, CEO of Sonymusic describes the development as “The music industry is  managing the transitionsfrom physical to digital, PC to mobile and download to streaming at the same time. Inthat  context,  I  think  the  industry  is  performing  remarkably  well  and  with  a  paidsubscription  model,  we  are  building  a  business  that  is  here  to  stay.”  (IFPI  2016)“Remarkably well” refers to a change from physical recorded music to streaming in lessthan a decade, reaching 50% of the global market revenue in 2016 (IFPI 2017). 85%percent of recorded music is Sweden is streamed, mainly by Spotify, placing them inalmost monopoly of regional music distribution (Musiksverige 2016), hence rearrangingthe structure of music business. Sales of physical  music is down to 13% in Sweden,compared to 52% in Germany (IFPI 2017).The basic arguments are much the same in IFPI, ExMS, GEMA, etc. They are allin  support  of  the  copyright  legislation  and  digitalization  of  music  as  an  engine  ofeconomic growth that will benefit artists, music producers and consumers, and the mediacompanies. The only only looser seem to be the so called piracy community. A typicalexpression for this view on music comes from Stu Bergen, president of Warner music.“Music is one of the most potent forces shaping culture, entertainment and technology.We are committed to forging new business models, delivering maximum value for artistsand building a bright future for our industry.” (IFPI 2016) Most of all, a strong supportfor copyright favors the established capital.Internet  has  brought  mainly  advantages  to  live  music  venues  (Johanson  et  al.2016). Online marketing has increased the spatial reach of venues. The digitalization ofmusic  distribution,  from physical  records  to  digital  stream also  changed  the generalroyalty  distribution  models.  The  shrinking  royalty  revenues  to  labels  that  thisdevelopment  brought,  resulted  in  even  lower  levels  to  composers  (Böcher  2015).Therefore,  a  larger  proportion  of  royalties  was  shifted  towards  labels  away  fromcomposers. Digitalization is a major change and a big topic in the music business, thus itPage 43 of 63



needs to be mentioned in this study, however not at heart of the scope of this study. Theglobalized  distribution  of  music  is  affecting  concert  venues  and  their  connection  toreproduced music business.IFPI and the commercial part of the music scene have different agendas for onlinedistribution than conventional artists. There is a conflict of interest since the revenuedistribution is uneven. IFPI regard the “value gap” as the biggest problem for musicbusiness,  the  difference  in  number  of  users  compared  to  revenue.  Figure  9  is  acomparison  between  Spotify  and  Youtube,  with  approx  20  US$  revenue  per  usercompared to approximate 1 US$ revenue per user. Digitalization  couldeventually  also  competewith  the  concertattendance  in  the  sameway  as  streamed  musiccompete  with  physicalmusic.  Youtube  andVimeo  are  examples  ofsites  used  for  promotionby  unestablished  artists,but  seen  as  the  “biggestthreat  to  the  futuresustainability of the musicindustry”  by  IFPI(2017:25). The online supply of concert footage could also eventually reduce interestand concert sales. This is however a subject of research of its own, out of the scope ofthis study. Whether there are any distributional problems within the music business isnot treated at all in the Global Music Report. All focus is on copyright, the best methodto reduce global competition, following theory by Harvey.A possible scenario might be that digital services will replace the function of smalland mid size venues as the training ground for new artists in their career to reach the toplevel of hit music. TV programs like Idol, viral blogs and Youtube video celebrity issometimes the gate to careers in popular music business today. Whether this is a trend ora natural development of globalization of music business is too early to say. But if this isthe case, that digitalization is reconstructing the road to the top charts. It’s constructing ashortcut, pass the small and mid size venues. New services, like Stagelink, give a hint ofhow social media can be used to digitalize concert bookings and sidestep the traditionalrole of concert venues. Production of hit music has already undergone a significant shitfrom labor intense studios to a digitalized technology of track/hook process. Reducingthe cost of labor is always an aim in business,  also in the live music business.  Thisdevelopment  goes  in  line  with  theory  of  labor  distribution  by  Harvey,  thus  ratherplausible development.
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6.6. The Relation Between Music Export and Local Music SceneThe important factors for understanding the relation between music export and the localmusic scene  is  complex indeed.  Is  it  the  stronger  national  music  export  or  is  it  thegentrification that influence the difference in spatial patterns of concert venues? I don’tclaim to have the final  simplistic answer.  Part  of the answer is  connected to royaltydistribution and cultural policy. According to statistics, there is a significant difference inmusic consumption patterns between Germany and Sweden as a whole (IFPI 2016). Theshare  of  physical  sales  and  digital  sales  are  almost  opposite.  In  Germany,  70%  ofrecorded music was  physical  sales  in  2014.  In  Sweden,  physical  sales  were  at  13%(Musikindustrin 2015; RIAJ 2015:24) at the same year. What is also interesting is thatSweden has a larger export income per capita from copyright, compared to Germany(GEMA 2016; STIM 2016). This difference in export is not represented in the amount ofconcert venues in Berlin and Stockholm. The export  income at  collecting societies,  GEMA and STIM are  increasing  inrecent years, marking a trend of more globalization and international music business. In2015 the revenue from export was at approx 70 million euros, both in GEMA (2016:54)and STIM (2016:10). Considering the great difference in population between Germanyand  Sweden,  this  is  a  huge  difference  in  export  revenues.  The  way  total  export  iscalculated differs greatly, thus not possible to compare accurately. But I calculate thatcopyright revenues match approximate 1/8 between Germany and Sweden. It is a strongindication  of  a  significant  difference  between  the  two countries  in  general  terms  ofexport. The exact difference is not possible to tell without extensive research.More than 1/3 of STIM’s revenue comes from abroad (STIM 2016), while about8% of GEMA’s revenue comes from abroad (GEMA 2016:25). Both GEMA and STIMexperience a yearly growth of revenue, much due to streaming of music. We can see inthe maps, figure 1-4, that the amount of venues does not reflect this difference in musicexport. Hence, a strong music export does not seem to bring a stronger local live musicscene automatically from an export oriented culture economy.Export is also growing fast according to STIM, 21,2% increase between 2014 and2015. This is much due to success of composers on the big US and UK markets (STIM2016:8). However, copyright revenue is just a part of music export, and rather easy tomonitor.  Musiksverige and  Export  Music  Sweden make a  much more  generous andinclusive  definition  of  Swedish  music  export  (Fleischer  2017:158).  The  concept  ofexport and import of music are relatively new, compared to previous concepts of cultureexchange between nations.  This concept, connected to neoliberalism, is the foundationfor the argument that music export is favorable for the domestic music scene (Olofsson2009). Following the same rhetoric, a more holistic view on music business is promotedPage 45 of 63



by  Berlin  based  Club  Commission.  “You  have  to  support  the  ones  who  make  theinnovation in the first place, not the ones making money out of the innovations. Theywill do this anyhow.” (Leichsenring  2016) The links to the global music industry, andaccess to finance are essential parts for a successful music export. But it is not enough toprovide infrastructure that supports innovation. If these links do not connect with theinnovative grassroots in any regional music culture, the profits of these innovations willend up elsewhere in the global music business (Cluley 2009a:223).Sweden and Germany are however not the only nations to promote export  andrestrict import of music. The commercial  barriers into the music business of USA inparticular, are so high and complicated that only artists with substantial financial supportare able to get the opportunity to expose their music in America. Thus, the dominance ofAmerican influenced music on the top-charts should be regarded more as a result ofmarket barriers into USA rather than a cultural imperialism (Power 2007:387).STIM is the organization looking after the copyright of composers. Their way ofcollecting  fees  from use  of  copyrighted  music  and  distributing  royalties  has  a  longhistory, but it is not neutral cultural politics for that reason. Their distribution models areone important part of the economic structure in the national music business. There arestrategic decisions that they have to deal with, such as how to distribute unspecified fees,and  what  parameters  should  determine  fees  for  use  of  music.  It’s  important  toacknowledge  the  normative  and  political  nature  of  these  decisions,  even  if  theorganization itself avoids this description in general. After all, STIM plays a key role inthe structure of music business. It is their figures that have been used by Export MusicSweden when painting the picture of the Swedish music wonder,  as described in theintroduction.  ExMS work  actively  to  influence  culture  politics  with  their  figures  ofSwedish music export (Thurn 2017). The music export should also be understood as anintegrated part in place branding, a policy I will look closer at in sub-chapter 6.8.6.7. Structural Distribution of RevenuesWhen looking at the characteristic spatial patterns among concert venues from a criticalpoint of view, trying to understand the relationship between hit music and conventionalmusic  in Berlin and Stockholm, it is impossible to avoid the structural distribution ofrevenues in the music business. There is little written about the progressive distributiontendency of revenues in the music scene and the economic structures in development.There  are  two  parts  that  I  look  closer  at  in  this  sub-chapter.  The  concert  revenuedevelopment  and  the  royalty  distribution.  Both  parts  show  individual  progressivetendencies, but they are also interconnected.Ticket prices are a basis for calculation of live music royalties by STIM (Gehring2017). Thus, when price go up, so do copyright fees and royalties too. The price forsmall  concerts  tends  to  stagnate  while  the  largest  concerts  increase  a  lot.  This  is  asignificant feature increasing during this millennium. If we then know that it is hit musicmainly performed at the large venues, an image of amplified revenues in the top of thePage 46 of 63



business  emerge.   With  a  network  of  publishers  and  composers  connected  to  majorlabels, this revenue structure is likely to render more money for the established actors.This is a result of policy within the collecting society. Some use of  music is  declared but  not  specified to  collecting  societies.  Whenmusic is used but not specified, STIM choose to split this pot of royalties in proportionto surveys they make from time to time at music users. If this survey shows a fair oraccurate result is hard to say, but this is the best to offer,  according to interviews atSTIM (Gehring 2017; Lindström 2017).  The whole unspecified music pot constitute asignificant share of STIM’s revenues. In short, this is mainly distributed to songs playedin  national  radio  and  television  (Gehring  2017).  I  would  argue  that  it’s  a  politicaldecision no matter if it is fair or not. But this is a part of STIM’s business that isn’tevaluated  in  public,  even  though there  are  many who  are  critical  to  this  model  fordistribution of royalties (Pihlgren 2017). This is a very complex, and rather sensitiveissue. In my interviews, I found information suggesting that both concert ticket price andcopyright  royalties  follow  a  progressive  distribution  curve  (Jonsson  2017;  BotnenDiamant 2017). None of my interviewees have claimed this lead is false interpreted, yetthey  prefer  not  to  be  cited  on  this.  Although,  collecting  societies  do  not  use  directprogressive distribution, their unspecified share of royalties is distributed by policy in away that is more progressive than linear. It’s arbitrary rewarded to composers featured inmainstream radio and other official contexts. The result of this distribution policy hasnot been evaluated in public so far, as I understand.  The size of live music in Sweden in terms of royalties constitute a rather smallshare of the complete turnover at STIM. It is about 100 milj SEK, to compare with 120milj SEK from unspecified background music, or 650 milj SEK from various foreigncollecting  societies  (STIM  2016:7).  This  figure  should  also  be  compared  with  theestimate  of  total  concert  revenues  in  Sweden,  4,8  billion  SEK,  that  is  53%  of  therevenues  of  all  Swedish  music  business  (Musikbranschen  2015).  The  royalty  feescollected from concert  are based on the amount of tickets and the ticket  price,  as  adecision by STIM (Lindström 2017). Almost all my interviews indicate that the rise ofticket price is greater in the largest concerts. Hence, when the ticket prices for the largestconcerts increase, the royalty revenue to the composers and publishers for this musicalso increases. As described earlier in chapter 6.4., it is mainly hit music from majorlabels that’s staged in the largest venues. A greater distribution of concert ticket priceconsequently  also  means  a  greater  distribution  of  royalties,  all  in  favor  for  the  fewestablished  actors  in  the  business.  This  structural  development  supports  theory  ofblockbusters (Elberse 2013) in contrast to DIY and long-tail theory. This is also in linewith my hypothesis of a structurally divided music scene, between conventional musicand hit music.Fighting copyright  infringement  seems like a  minor issue for  the large part  ofconventional  music  in  comparison.  Another  kind  of  “value  gap”  than  the  one  IFPIfocuses all its efforts to battle, is the one emerging in figure 10. This is a gap of revenuedistribution within the scene, between conventional  music and hit  music.  If  Youtube
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agreed to compensate copyright holders at a similar level as Spotify, this would makelittle  difference  for  the  conventional  part  of  music  business,  even  though  it  wouldprobably increase revenues for most people involved in music business. According toSTIM (2016), there is a significant share of collected fees that remain unspecified anddistributed according to models that favor music featured in established media. Roughly,the idea is to support those who could make a living from music rather than an evendistribution (Gehring 2017; Lindström 2017; Philgren 2017).

Figure 10: Estimated hypothetical graph of the level of distribution of revenues in Berlin and Stockholm.According to my hypothesis and analysis of my findings, the difference betweenthe music scene in Stockholm and Berlin is illustrated in this hypothetical graph in figure10. The figure should be interpreted as a “Lorenz curve”, but with the difference that it isa hypothetical estimation from my analysis. This is the general big picture I get from themaps, observation and interviews. The dotted black line illustrates the division betweenconventional music and hit music. Individuals and companies to the right of the blackdotted line are few and affluent. The red line symbolizes the music business of Berlin, aless  gentrified  city,  with  relatively  more  mid  size venues.  The blue  line  symbolizesStockholm,  a  more  gentrified  city,  with  relatively  few  mid  size  venues.  The  mostPage 48 of 63



significant difference is the angle of the two curves and the space created in between.The  blue  line,  being  more  curved,  indicate  a  relatively  uneven  music  scene.  It’scharacterized  by  more  people  active  as  volunteers,  amateurs  or  semi-professionals,higher share of royalty revenues in the upper segment and more high profitable concerttickets  sold.  Because  the  blue  curve  is  steeper,  it  means  the  step  from  amateur  toprofessional  becomes greater,  indicated by the dotted vertical  line.  More barriers arecreated in terms of fewer mid size venues for aspiring artists, bookers and promoters, asillustrated in figure 7. Also, fewer opportunities for labels that cannot afford to placetheir artists in arenas. A supposed progressive royalty distribution favors the establishedartist, which would increase the distribution of revenues in the hit music segment of thefigure. This is somewhat in line with Rutgersson’s (2016) analysis. The red line in figure 10 indicate a relatively higher distribution of revenues in themiddle segment of the curve, thus a more equal distribution of venues as indicated alsoin figure 7.  The space between the two curves in figure 10 is most significant in themiddle section to the right of the dotted line that marks barrier to hit music. This divisionin music business seems to be a relatively common idea.  Similar kind of analysis isapplied by several of my interviewees (Inde 2017; Leichsenring 2016; Pihlgren 2017;Schulze  2016;  Svensson  2017;  von  Bronikowski  2016).  However,  I  go  further  andconnect  the recent  development to  globalization.  Because globalization is  generatinggentrification, the difference between the two lines can also be interpreted as the resultof globalization of the music business. Looking at the relationship between hit music and conventional music in terms ofactors and business structure, the distribution of revenues is an important factor. It is thebig venues that generate grater revenues. Live music at large venues has been boomingduring  the  last  years,  when  looking  at  the  turnover  and  the  new  financially  strongcorporates that are entering this market. Live Nation is one example, emerged out of acontroversial American based media conglomerate, developed by an investment banker.Live Nation work with some of the biggest artists in hit music, such as Madonna, U2 andJay-Z, but they also work with 528 corporate sponsors and own international venues(Cluley 2009b:374). This is the IKEA in the live music business, taking control of agrowing number of festivals and venues to secure their artist roster the best spots.The big shows are the key to big revenue. A “wide” release of a music productoffers higher odds of success in the entertainment market, compared to a limited release.Initial success breads further success (Elberse 2013:65). People like to consume productsthat are approved of many others, according to consumer psychology. This strategy isonly available for whose who have access to financial power. Consequently, access tofinance  is  very  important  for  a  competitive  and  profitable  music  industry  (Cluley2009a:223),  thus  the major  companies  in  the music business  have  a better  strategicposition  when  adjusting  to  globalization.  The  initial  costs  versus  cost  of  copies,  ortickets, favors the business logic of blockbusters (Elberse 2013:70). Big money is evenmore important to reach out from a world of cultural noise of amateurs.Power in the cultural business is primarily located in distribution and financing. A
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key concern for the political economy of music remains the issue of how organizationalstrategies  affect  the  autonomy  of  workers  and  cultural  outcomes  (Hesmondhalgh2004:57). The centralization force in the economic system is very strong and need to beconsidered in analysis.   The acquisition of smaller independent record companies bymajor  multinationals  is  forming  an  oligopoly  in  the  music  business.  The  differentbusiness  strategies  of  alternative  music  business  are  being  exchanged  for  majormanagement strategies (Hesmondhalgh 2004:49).6.8. Place Branding in a Globalized Music SceneIn order to sum up this analysis it’s important to briefly review the political economy ofmusic, in which these spatial patterns to develop. It’s policy for business and culture thatset  the  framework  for  music  business.  Returning  to  Harvey’s  theory,  branding  is  acentral  value in any developed capitalist  economy.  A very important  feature in  bothmusic export and spatial location of venues is the branding of a place. The place can be anation, a city or a neighborhood. Harvey explain this kind of branding as an extension ofthe spatial monopoly. The location is an advantage against competitors on the market(Harvey 2010:164). For example, making pop music in Stockholm is an advantage oflocation just as making cheese in Roquefort would be. Could it be the stronger placebranding rather than the gentrification that influence the difference in spatial patterns ofconcert venues in Berlin and Stockholm?The perfect advertisement for a place seems to be when associated with culturalproducts and services. The “Swedish music wonder” is as much about place branding asit is about communicating accurate statistical data. Using a very generous definition ofSwedish  music  exports  the  image  of  Sweden  is  altered  (Fleischer  2017:158).  Theglobalization  of  fashion  has  a  lot  in  common  with  globalization  of  music.  Withglobalization comes an amplification of the transition from trade with music, in the senseof art or entertainment, to music in the sense of fashion and lifestyle (Jansson, Power2010:891). The competitive advantage of place branding is becoming more and moreimportant (Power 2013:156). Music products are characterized by space sensitive framesof cultural, aesthetic and symbolic value in a similar way as fashion products. The roleof cities as global centers for cultural economy is suggested to rest equally on the abilityof these places to host industrial systems for development and the space to communicateimmaterial value (Jansson, Power 2010:890). At the same time, international interest inSwedish music is used to promote other Swedish products (Fleischer 2017:158). In mypoint  of  view,  developing  a place  brand and  a  product  brand have  most  features  incommon. The  music  business  community  organization  of  IFPI  plays  a  leading  role  inpromotion of place branding. Together with Music Canada, they published the text TheMastering of a Music City, that seems to be very influential for policy makers in general.The cultural  value of music is  transformed to monetary value to propel the regionaleconomy. ”Are you looking to draw tourists to your city? Attract  tech firms and thePage 50 of 63



bright,  young  people  they  employ?  Build  your  city’s  brand?  Think  music!”  (IFPI2015:5)  The essential  components for  a  music city  branding  are,  according to  IFPI:Artists and musicians; a thriving music scene; access to spaces and places; a receptiveand  engaged  audience;  and  record  labels  and  other  music-related  businesses  (IFPI2015:13).  The focus on music export is an important part in this strategy.  There is anawareness of the important role of small and medium size actors in music business, butthe  music  city  concept  of  branding  lack  a  larger  structural  analysis.  Still,  thisexploitation of music scenes for branding of a place is rarely up to debate even thoughhighly  connected  to  a  political  agenda.  This  agenda  has  more  or  less  a  politicalconsensus in city politics (Clarus 2017). There are no alternative views challenging theprofitability of music.In  order  to  understand the relation  between  the  spatial  patterns  of  venues andmusic exports  it’s  important  to  review the political  economy of  music.  The culturalbranding of a city is suppose to generate jobs, economic growth, tourism developmentand artistic growth. The big concerts are in particular important for attracting tourism tothe city.  This  concept  is  supported in both Export  Music Sweden (Thurn 2017) andMusic Board Berlin (Janke 2016). But there’s also another side to this policy as I see it.The difference between hit music and conventional music is obscured by place branding,transforming music success  to a matter of  talent  or  nationality rather  than economicstructure. When reading case studies by Jansson and Power (2010), and by Fleischer (2017)it’s not far fetched to question the figures of music export as well as the logic behindplace branding as a strategy that benefits local music culture. Exaggerated and distortedfigures are presented as if they where scientific knowledge and become a key for lobbyorganizations to open up public culture funds out of politicians (Leichsenring 2016).Export figures become the basic foundation for a narrative place brand. It’s a rhetoricmuch in line with the neoliberal ideas, rooted in economics, a stealthy transformation ofpolicy issues into economic technical issues, following arguments by Pielke (2007:5).Both Berlin and Stockholm aspire to use music for their own branding, to becomemusic cities in the sense of IFPI (2015),  but with slightly different strategies.  Urbanbranding is highly selective in the development of image of the city. There is also a largedegree of competition for public subsidies between genres going on in both Stockholmand Berlin. Music organizations with genre focus show a tendency of rivalry towardseach other rather than cooperate for structural adjustments of the music business (Inde2017; Janke 2016; Pihlgren 2017). This debate regarding music genres draw attentionfrom what  I  describe in  my hypothesis.  I  stress  the  division between hit  music andconventional music as a more fruitful debate than than one about aesthetic genres.Connected to the place branding is  an attractive “romantic  myth” about  musicbusiness, that the best talents are rewarded, and that music culture is measured by exportrevenues (Cluley 2009a:225). Regional cultural sources should be understood as brandplatforms and advantages  for  cultural  industries.  These are  complements  to  materiallocalized  features  such  as  industrial  agglomerations  and  clusters  (Jansson,  Power
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2010:890). Using the argument of Jansson and Power, it is immaterial values that makethe large concerts rise much more than the small concerts. Looking at place branding asspatial monopoly in this respect, it’s likely to generate more investment in hit music, ormusic  tourism  to  the  city.  But,  without  consideration  of  the  different  needs  andmechanisms of conventional music there will likely also appear undesired side effectsfrom  place  branding.  This  focus  on  place  branding  in  policy  tends  to  amplify  thecentralization of profitable music business and possibly increasing the public attentionfor profitability as a measurement of aesthetic quality. I argue that place branding policyinfluence the spatial location of venues as it increase the value of business loctations inthe city.6.9. SummaryThe bridge of infrastructure between amateurs and music business, constituted of midsize concert  venues,  is  heavily reduced in Stockholm due to high land value,  publicsubsidy structure and a general culture policy (Pihlgren 2017). This situation is indicatedin a disproportion of size distribution among venues, illustrated in figure 7. These resultssupports my hypothesis of a hit music business, separated from the conventional musicbusiness in terms of actors, venues, localization and strategies.  The distance in thesecategories is widening, illustrated in figure 10. In Stockholm where land value is muchhigher than Berlin, the landscape of popular music venues take on different features,locating small  venues and large venues in different neighborhoods.  Each category ofvenues  in  Stockholm  is  more  polarized  in  areas  that  become  homogeneous  inthemselves. Since we can see strong indications, both in previous study and my results,that size of venue correspond with categories of hit music and conventional music, thereis also a spatial homogenization of hit music. This is an interesting development withstrong  connection  to  land  value,  level  of  profitability,  subsidy  structure  andglobalization.From a social and cultural perspective, music venues are an important part of theinfrastructure of the  local music scene.  A music venue is a space where social issueshave  a  profound  impact  on  shaping  music.  This  is  not  often  part  of  the  picture  inhegemonic policy making in Berlin and Stockholm, policy that’s heavily influenced byshort term economics. There’s a hegemonic agenda designed to make the popular musicscene more profitable among policy makers. The structure and organization of the musicscene depend on factors such as gentrification, regional politics, the digitalization  andglobalization. The active actors differ with size of venue, generally bringing much of thelocal actors to small and mid size venues, TNC’s to large venues.
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7. ConclusionTo conclude this study I want to review my line of reasoning and return to the researchquestions in turn. Following a series of likely assumptions I want to place my researchinto the bigger picture and be able to make some conclusions useful  to society.  Thestrength  of  these  conclusions  are  obviously  depending  on  the  likelihood  of  myassumptions. I’m aware that some assumptions might need more research, even thoughlikely, and that makes some conclusions weaker.What characteristic spatial patterns can be found among concert venues in Berlinand Stockholm?  The spatial patterns of venues for jazz, folk, classic and opera musicfollow a similar pattern in Stockholm and Berlin.  They are often located in the citycenter where land value is high. These are venues that have a generally high level ofsubsidy.  Popular  music  has  a  generally  low  level  of  subsidy,  and  it  is  thereforereasonably  more  sensitive  to  land  value.  It  is  this  category  of  venues  that  show adifferent spatial pattern between Berlin and Stockholm. The spatial patterns appears to be heavily influenced by land value, even thoughthere  might  be  more  factors  of  influence.  Rising  land  value  and  gentrification  is  ageneral effect from globalization. In other words, the gentrified city is often a product ofglobalization. Because it’s lower land value, Berlin is treated as a less gentrified city in acomparison with Stockholm. I assume that Berlin is less incorporated in globalization.Therefore, It’s the different level of gentrification between the two cities that is the basisfor my comparison. If this pattern that is found is not only a case specific pattern, but ageneral trend, there are a lot of interesting conclusions to make.In Stockholm we can see a division between small and mid size venues on onehand, and large venues on the other. Large venues agglomerates outside the city center,close to commuter junctions and shopping malls, separated to smaller venues, becausethe positive externalities seem to vary with venue size.  The size of a venue seem toinfluence  what  kind  of  related  and  supportive  business  that  are  important.  Thesemultipurpose arenas are the most profitable venues, where the hit music is performed.Hit  music is  therefore separated spatially in the more gentrified city.  I  even dare tosuggest  that  globalization  influence  spatial  separation  between  hit  music  andconventional music.Generalized, the division between non profitable music and profitable music is tobe found not only in the urban landscape, but also in the political economy of music.This is what my hypothesis suggests, because the economic system encompass all partsof human activity,  designed to generate monopoly as capital  is  centralized.  With thehypothesis  I  want  to  show how spatial  patterns  is  related to  economic and politicalpatterns too. In my research, through participatory observations, in interviews and alsoin the maps,  I  identify  several  indicators  of  a  division between highly profitable hitmusic and conventional music. Copyright – the main focus of the financially strongestactors  in  the  music  scene.  With  a  somewhat  progressive  distribution  of  royalties,
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copyright tends to amplify revenue inequality. Place branding – a narrative designed bybusiness lobby organizations to incorporate cultural policy into financial policy, treatingprofitability  as  the  main  measure  of  music  success.  Gentrification  –  the  process  ofconforming the city into an affluent lifestyle, with an increased demand on music scenesto  be  profitable  and  competitive.  With  shrinking  urban  space  for  less  profitableconventional music venues and stagnating fees. All together, it make the spatial patternsin Stockholm and Berlin more comprehensive to form a stronger hypothesis.The  export  become interesting  to  examine  when  we  want  to  place  the  spatialpatterns  of  venues  in  a  political  context.  It  also  tells  us  something  more  about  thepossible explanations to the spatial patterns detected. Since there are no regional exportdata available, I  use the generalized national level data, where Germany has a muchlower music export compared to Sweden. The focus on music export to build a placebrand risk to put less profitable parts of the music scene, possibly harming the long termregeneration of the music scene, as described by Rutgersson (2016).How does the development of national music export relate to the development ofregional concert venues in Stockholm and Berlin? The dominant view on the politicaleconomy of music, expressed by major agencies as ExMS (Thurn 2017) and politicianslike the former minister of commerce (Olofsson 2009), puts a focus on the hit music.Profitability becomes the prime reference for quality. A producer like Max Martin have ahuge impact in his role as an unofficial ambassador for Sweden and Stockholm as abrands. Nevertheless, Swedish or German culture isn’t incorporated into hit music justbecause  it’s  produced  or  performed  by  Swedish  or  German  citizens.  Narratives  ofsuperior music export should be seen as branding strategies rather than manifestations oflocal  or  national  superior  talent.  I  conclude  that  place  branding  through  music  is  adominant mobile policy. In this study study there is no support for that a strong focus onhit music bring the desirable effects for the local music scene in Stockholm. Olofsson’s(2009) assumption seem to be in line with narratives of lobby organizations, rather thanacademic research. Stockholm, being the center of music business in Sweden, indicates avery  strong  music  export,  even  though disputed  how it’s  measured.  Stockholm alsoindicates a high amount of the largest venues, while a low amount of mid size venues.Berlin, capitol of Germany, indicates the opposite. Lower national export, less gentrifiedand a more symmetrical distribution of venue size distribution. Berlin also indicate nocluster of large venues.It is important to acknowledge that a political support for profitable music exportcan  result  in  undesired  spatial  pattern  of  the  local  music  scene.  The  sometimesexaggerated  focus  on  music  export  in  Sweden  could  bring  some  infrastructuredisadvantage with it. In figure 7, we see how the distribution of venue sizes are shifted,causing challenges for the local music scene (Rutgersson 2016; Botnen Diamant 2017;Svensson 2017). This might be useful to put in relation to the success of place brandingfor future policy makers. The relationship between hit  music and conventional  music in terms of actors,business structure, size and spatial location should be understood as a very broad and
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complex question. My research is  not able to generate any solid evidence,  yet  someinteresting  analysis.  The  characteristic  patterns  of  localization  found  among  concertvenues in Berlin and Stockholm show support for my hypothesis. The spatial division inthe  urban  space  corresponds  with  the  division  between  hit  music  and  conventionalmusic. More subsidized venues in the genres of classic, opera, jazz and folk follow asimilar pattern in Berlin and Stockholm. The lower urban land value in Berlin shows amore  heterogeneous  pattern,  when looking  at  less  subsidized  popular  music  venues.Large venues of  popular  music in show a strong economic development  with risingticket prices in both Stockholm and Berlin, a growing urban space in Stockholm, and alarger incorporation of TNC’s in Stockholm. Small venues shows economic stagnationin Stockholm, a shrinking urban space in Stockholm, a high degree of voluntary work inboth Stockholm and Berlin, subsidy dependency and a strong local connection amongactors in both Berlin and Stockholm. Combined, I would say these factors show somesupport for my hypothesis. The music scene can be described as a chain of actors forming an infrastructure. Ifthere is a strong focus on one part of the chain it does not necessarily result in a strongermusic scene as a whole. On the contrary, too much emphasis on one part might shift thebalance and cause undesired effects on a whole music scene. We can see that the strongfocus on profitability for venues in the local  music scene in Stockholm is likely thecause for the disproportionate amount of low med size venues. A relative lack of midsize venues might have a negative affect on regional concert supply, concert fees, andthe regeneration of professional music actors. Venues of different sizes all constitute animportant link for music business. Beyond the economic value of venues, there are alsosocial and cultural values attached, affecting the regional music business on a long term.In my research I consider the uneven distribution of revenues in music business.There are many reasons for this distribution, such as rising ticket price in the largestconcerts, an arbitrary distribution of copyright revenues and the shift from physical todigital music distribution. If there is a division of the music scene, as suggested in thismy hypothesis, one has to consider where political support and subsidies are best placed.Today, there are genre-specific subsidies, and very little of this is targeted towards thepopular music. This categorization is motivated by old aesthetic standards that leave alot of popular music creativity in the dark. For example, if the policy for subsidies androyalty distribution would consider profitability rather than aesthetic genres, I think wewould see another spatial pattern of venues even in highly gentrified cities. But for thiskind of research it would require another scope.
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8. Further ResearchI’d  like  to  finish  this  study  with  a  view further  ahead.  It  is  with  great  interest  I’llcontinue to study the political economy of music. I see there’s a need for a uniformstandard of  how to calculate  music  export.  Very often  different  measurements  standagainst  each  other  so  that  an  academic  discourse  is  reduced  to  merely  a  businesspromotion narrative.  Standard measurements as well  as more quantitative research isneeded for an accurate scientific discourse on the political economy of music.Royalty distribution is  rather  arbitrary in organizations like STIM and GEMA,opening  up  for  different  views  of  how to  interpret  copyright  legislation.  Intellectualproperty right is growing a lot in financial size globally. The way distribution is handledis interpreted very differently according to political agenda. There’s a sleeping debatearound this, waiting to uncover, according to some of my interviews.Imagining that my hypothesis is valid. Can a recording industry and live musicdevelop independently? What are the limits and possibilities for an urban music scenewithout one specific size of venues? Can production of recorded music prosper evenwithout live music venues? These are questions that remain after this study, that I passon to other researchers in the field of the geography of music. Opportunities for actors and distribution of revenues in the music scene is shiftinga lot. If I had the resources I would suggest to develop a “gini coefficient” for the musicscene to  compare  different  policies  impact  on the music environment.  This  measurewould show the amount of amateurs performing and complement the picture of globalcities and become useful to policy makers and investors in a comprehensive way. Thisstudy contributes to the understanding of hit music as a specific political product ratherthan simply a cultural expression or genre of music like any other. Music can be treatedlike a  product,  a  brand or  a  piece  of  art  at  the  same time.  The great  contemporaryrestructuring of  music  business  and it’s  growing economic importance call  for  moreresearch on the political economy of music. I welcome more interdisciplinary researchon music because the interesting questions does not care for disciplinary borders.I’d also recommend further research in the field of cultural globalization from astructural point of view. At the same time I believe we should keep our expectations onscience  within  limits.  The  borderlands  between  culture  and  business  are  highlypoliticized.  Science might never be able to guide policy in complex contested issues. “Insituations of political conflict about the means or ends that a policy is to achieve, politicswill always and necessarily “trump” science simply because science does not compelaction.” (Pielke 2007:35) There is a level of uncertainty that we have to live with andlearn to handle in tough political decisions. Policy needs to be clear on that ends aredesired so that we can make the best choices. If  our politicians resign to the marketmechanisms and “laissez faire”, business tend to focus on short term profit, that might beharmful to long term business. This is where The Sound of Globalization connects withthe broad research field of urban sustainable development.
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10243 Berlin (Interviewed by the author at Schönberger Ufer 47, Berlin on 28-10-2016, 17:00)Schwahn, Jens: Founder of ClubMap, former employed by Club Commission.  (Interviewed by the author at Atopia Café, Prenzlauer Allee 187, Berlin on 03-11-2016)Svensson, Fredrik: Independent concert promoter (Interviewed by the author at Bio Rio, Hornstullstrand 3, Stockholm on 07-02-2017, 18:00)Thurn, Sofia: Project manager at Musiksverige and Export Music Sweden. (Interviewed by author at Hornsgatan 103, Stockholm on 07-03-2017, 13:00)von Bronikowski, Radek: Office manager at Grey Zone booking Berlin. (Interviewed by author at Revaler str. 99, Berlin on 12-12-2016, 15:00)
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Name Address Zip Code Capacity Size kvm Shows ~Fee € Reference Ref 2 Ref 3 Latitude Y Longitude X TypAkkurat Hornsgatan 18 11820 100 100 4 0 Participant Own www 59.319858 18.068728 AAnnexet Globentorget 2 12177 3500 >800 eventmarket.se 59.293867 18.081090 ABerns Näckströmsgatan 8 11147 800 500 4 30 Participant Own www 59.332289 18.073416 ABerwaldhallen Dag Hammarskjölds Väg 3 11527 1300 >800 7 Partisipant eventmarket.se 59.333084 18.100051 CBig Ben Folkungagatan 97 11630 100 80 Participant Own www 59.315627 18.083465 ACantina Real Lindvallsgatan 11 11736 80 80 3 5 Participant 59.316432 18.027940 ACirkus Djurgårdsslätten 43-45 11521 1800 >800 50 Partisipant Evenemang.nu 59.324840 18.099728 ACopperfields Sankt Eriksgatan 36 11234 100 80 10 0 Participant 59.333876 18.032469 ACyklopen Magelungsvägen 170 12450 250 100 4 5 Partisipant 59.259389 18.041042 ADebaser Strand Hornstulls Strand 4 11739 500 300 20 Partisipant 59.314603 18.031980 ADieselverkstan Marcusplatsen 17 13154 350 4 Participant Own www 59.305211 18.121330 ALandet LM Ericssons väg 23 12637 90 80 4 Partisipant 59.299172 17.996203 AEngelen Kornhamnstorg 59B 11127 100 80 59.322478 18.072292 AEricson Globe Globentorget 2 12177 16000 >800 200 Participant eventmarket.se 59.293573 18.083550 AFashing Kungsgatan 63 11122 300 300 30 Partisipant 59.333419 18.055748 BFriends Arena Råsta Strandväg 1 16979 55000 >800 150 Own www 59.372701 18.000232 AFryshuset Klubben Mårtensdalsgatan 2-8 12030 400 300 Partisipant 59.301107 18.089075 AFylkingen Söder Mälarstrand 57 B 11825 300 300 8 8 Participant Own www 59.320642 18.054928 AGeronimo's inn Stora Nygatan 13 11127 200 80 Participant 59.325220 18.067858 AGlenn Miller Café Brunnsgatan 21A 11138 80 80 Participant 59.336503 18.066568 BGröna Lund Lilla Allmänna Gränd 9 11521 12000 >800 Season 20 Participant eventmarket.se 59.323043 18.096993 DGöta källare Folkungagatan 45 11826 500 500 4 Participant 59.314305 18.073153 AHamburger Börs Jakobsgatan 6 11152 1000 >800 eventmarket.se 59.330509 18.069549 AHarry B James Kungsträdgården 11156 250 100 Own www 59.331934 18.070026 AHovet Globentorget 2 12177 9000 >800 eventmarket.se 59.294862 18.081794 AKafé 44 Tjärhovsgatan 46 11628 100 80 6 8 Partisipant 59.315895 18.082747 AKonserthuset Hötorget 8 10387 1770 >800 25 25 Own www 59.335071 18.063130 CKraken STHLM Rökerigatan 1D 12162 1000 >800 4 Gigguide.se Elisbeth 59.293495 18.078635 AKulturhuset Sergels torg 16414 450 500 4 Own www 59.332042 18.064944 AKungliga Operan Gustav Adolfs torg 2 10322 1000 >800 Participant 59.329732 18.070483 CKägelbanan Mosebacke Torg 1-3 11646 500 Partisipant 59.318477 18.075407 ALadan Kastaniegården Farstaängsvägen 18 12346 80 80 4 10 Own www Svensk Jazz 59.238923 18.082602 BLilla Nalen David Bagares Gata 11139 180 100 Participant 59.337235 18.068098 AMelodybox Mejselvägen 33 12638 150 80 4 10 Participant 59.293662 17.989601 AMosebacke Mosebacke Torg 1-3 11646 250 Participant 59.318308 18.074776 AMünchenbryggeriet Torkel Knutssonsgatan 2 11825 1000 >800 35 Participant Evenemang.nu 59.320560 18.055521 ANobelberget Sickla industriväg 6 13154 1800 >800 4 35 Evenemang.nu Mail 59.304651 18.117809 AObaren Sturegallerian 42 11446 300 5 Own www 59.336004 18.073360 APet Sounds Bar Skånegatan 80 11637 90 80 Participant 59.312118 18.079736 APub Anchor Sveavägen 90 11359 150 80 8 Partisipant 59.341383 18.058521 ARestaurant Louis Söderhallarna 130 11872 100 80 Participant 59.314230 18.070953 BScalateatern Källarn Wallingatan 32-34 11124 100 80 9 8 Own www Svensk Jazz 59.336223 18.053503 BSnövit Ringvägen 147 11661 100 80 5 Participant Gigguide.se 59.309160 18.082202 ASolnahallen Ankdammsgatan 46 17167 3000 >800 eventmarket.se 59.358939 17.988726 ASt:ta Clara Lilla Nygatan 17 11128 60 80 Partisipant 59.323589 18.069081 BStallet Stallgatan 7 11148 200 100 Participant 59.330877 18.076201 BStampen Stora Gråmunkegr. 7 11127 100 80 10 Participant 59.325281 18.067774 BStockholm Stadion Lidingövägen 11433 14000 >800 Season 100 Participant Own www 59.345336 18.079018 DStora Nalen Regeringsgatan 74 11139 600 500 Partisipant 59.337122 18.067495 ASödra Teatern Mosebacke Torg 1 11646 600 >800 eventmarket.se 59.318329 18.074406 ATele2 Arena Arenaslingan 14 12177 40000 >800 100 eventmarket.se Own www 59.291278 18.083964 ATrädgården Hammarby Slussväg 2 11860 800 >800 Season Partisipant Own www 59.304501 18.078484 DVasateatern Vasagatan 19-21 11120 500 5 30 Evenemang.nu 59.334177 18.055888 AWirströms Stora Nygatan 13 11127 90 80 Participant 59.324852 18.068320 A173170
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Name Address Zip Code Capacity Size kvm Shows ~Fee Reference Ref 2 Ref 3 Latitude Y Longitude X TypÄ Weserstraße 40 12045 80 80 4 Clubkataster Own www 52.485100 13.436920 AA-Trane Bleibtreustr. 1 10623 150 300 28 Own www 52.507348 13.320060 BAbstand Neckarstrasse 19 12053 200 4 Own www Press 52.480245 13.434221 AACUD macht Neu Veteranenstr. 21 10119 250 100 5 Own www Clubkataster 52.533530 13.400860 AAdmiralpalast Friedrichstraße 101 10117 1750 24 Hooolp Indieberlin.de 52.520713 13.388347 BAlte Kindl Brauerei Am Sudhaus 2 12053 80 >800 Clubkataster Own www 52.479438 13.433692 AAnita Berber Gerichtstr. 23 13347 100 Own www Clubkataster 52.545329 13.373591 AAnkerklause Kottbusser Damm 104 10967 80 80 Participant Clubkataster 52.495839 13.420578 ADeutche Staatsoper Unter den Linden 7 10117 1000 Own www Jahrbuch2010 52.516828 13.394705 CArcanoa Am Tempelhofer Berg 8 10965 80 80 23 Own www Clubkataster 52.487890 13.386797 AArena Club Eichenstr. 4 12435 500 500 5 Indieberlin.de Own www Clubkataster 52.497048 13.452544 AArena Halle Eichenstr. 4 12435 9000 >800 Indieberlin.de Own www Clubkataster 52.497046 13.452545 AArtliners Gärtnerstr. 23 10245 100 Clubcataster Own www 52.511500 13.461026 AAstra Kulturhaus Revaler Str. 99 10245 2000 >800 Participant Kat 52.507229 13.451840 AAufsturz Oranienburger Str. 67 10117 200 300 10 15 Own www Clubkataster 52.524968 13.392038 BAuster Club Pücklerstr. 34 10997 150 80 20 Own www Clubkataster 52.502345 13.430985 AB-flat Dircksenstr. 40 10178 200 30 Own www 52.523626 13.406935 BDeutcher Staatoper Unter den Linden 7 10117 1000 Own www Jahrbuch2010 52.516634 13.396217 CBadehaus Szimpla Revaler Str. 99 10245 300 300 10 Own www Kat 52.507103 13.454466 ABadenscher Hof Badensche Straße 29 10715 150 18 Hooolp Own www 52.486228 13.327542 BBadeschiff Eichenstr. 4 12435 1500 >800 Season Clubcataster Alex 52.497861 13.453773 DBallhaus Ost Pappelallee 15 10437 200 300 6 15 Own www Clubkataster 52.543103 13.414979 ABar 11 Wiener Str. 21 10999 80 80 Clubcataster Alex 52.497400 13.431160 ABassy cowboy Schönhauser Allee 176 10119 350 100 Participant Clubkataster 52.531553 13.411946 ABei Ruth Ziegrastraße 11-13 12059 100 80 4 Indieberlin.de Own www Clubkataster 52.476395 13.459214 ABerghain Kantiene Am Wriezener Bahnhof 70 10243 300 500 22 12 Clubkataster Clubmap 52.511471 13.442406 ABi Nuu U-Bhf. Schlesisches Tor 10997 500 500 7 Own www Clubkataster 52.500711 13.441272 ABKA Mehringdamm 34 10961 300 300 8 Participant Own www Clubkataster 52.493635 13.387797 BBlackland Lilli-Henoch Str. 1 10405 100 80 Own www 52.539730 13.435990 ABohannon Dircksenstr. 40 10178 200 300 Own www Clubkataster 52.523608 13.406954 ABunte Kuh Bernkasteler Str. 78 13088 150 5 Own www 52.557059 13.470060 ACassiopeia Revaler Str. 99 10245 150 80 10 13 Participant 52.507158 13.454701 AClash Gneisenaustrasse 2a 10961 100 100 5 Own www Kat 52.491910 13.388170 AClärchens Ballhaus Auguststr. 24 10117 500 >800 8 7 Own www Clubkataster 52.526670 13.396790 BColumbia Halle Columbiadamm 13-21 10965 3500 >800 Participant Clubkataster 52.484517 13.392710 AColumbia Teater Columbiadamm 9-11 10965 700 >800 10 Participant Clubkataster Own www 52.484733 13.391426 ACortina Bob Wiener Str. 34 10999 150 80 7 Own www Kat 52.496069 13.435121 ACzar Hagestolz Zur Alten Börse 73 12681 150 300 Own www ClubMap 52.520314 13.524964 ADeutche Oper Bismarckstraße 35 10627 1200 >800 Hooolp 52.512236 13.308322 CDie Blaue Stunde Mehringdamm 61 10961 300 4 6 Hooolp Own www 52.490769 13.387764 BDunker Club Dunker strasse 10439 100 80 5 Participant Clubkataster 52.546185 13.423792 AEschloraque Rosenthaler Str. 39 10178 150 80 6 Partisipant Own www 52.524532 13.401716 AFarbfernseher Skalitzer Str. 114 10999 200 Clubcataster Own www 52.499354 13.424314 AFluxBau Pfuelstr. 5 10997 300 300 Indieberlin.de Own www 52.502698 13.440855 AFrannz Club Schönhauser Allee 36 10435 400 5 6 Participant Own www Clubkataster 52.538152 13.412609 AFunkhaus Nalepastrasse 18 12459 2000 500 4 Own www Clubkataster 52.479543 13.500279 AGretchen Club Obentrautstraße 19-21 10963 500 500 15 18 Clubkataster 52.496048 13.387528 AVolksbüne Roter Solon Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz 2 10178 300 100 Own www Clubkataster 52.527070 13.412300 AHangar 49 Holzmarktstr. 15-17 10179 200 300 7 5 Own www Clubkataster 52.513221 13.422606 AHard Rock 2 Rigaer Straße 25 10247 80 80 6 Own www 52.516805 13.461698 AHard Rock Café Kurfürstendamm 224 10719 200 ? Participant Own www 52.503128 13.329424 AHebbel am Ufer HAU 1 (2 & 3) Stresemannstr. 29 10963 300 >800 5 Own www Jahrbuch2010 52.500063 13.387413 ANeukölln Opera Karl-Marx-Straße 131-133 12043 133 Own www Jahrbuch2010 52.477507 13.438846 CHaus der Sinne Ystader Str 10 10437 300 5 10 Own www Alex 52.549130 13.404230 BHeimathafen Neukölln Karl-Marx-Straße 141 12043 800 500 4 Own www Indieberlin.de 52.476960 13.439366 A
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Huxleys neue Welt Hasenheide 108 - 114 10967 2000 6 25 Clubkataster Own www 52.486301 13.421503 AInsel Berlin Alt-Treptow 6 12435 250 300 4 Own www 52.486780 13.480800 AJazz Boat Berlin Märkisches Ufer 1z 10179 100 80 Jazzclubberlin.com 52.512733 13.409564 BJunction Bar Gneisenaustr. 18 10961 100 80 Clubkataster Indieberlin.de 52.491499 13.393121 AJägerklause Grünberger Str. 1 10243 200 80 10 10 Participant 52.513468 13.447922 AKaffee Burger Torstr. 60 10119 250 100 22 Indieberlin.de Clubkataster Own www 52.528695 13.408574 AKastanienkeller Kastanienallee 85 10435 100 80 5 5 Participant 52.537519 13.408971 AKesselhaus Kulturbrauerei Schönhauser Alle 36 10435 500 300 10 25 Participant Own www 52.539386 13.413711 AKlunkerkranich Karl-Marx-Straße 66 12043 100 80 6 0 Own www 52.482204 13.431578 AKonserthaus Gross Saal Gendarmenmarkt 1 10117 500 >800 29 Hooolp Own www 52.513644 13.391790 CKonserthaus Klein Saal Gendarmenmarkt 1 10117 300 500 Own www 52.513643 13.391791 CKugelbahn Wedding Grüntaler Str. 51 13359 150 6 Own www Alex 52.557280 13.395723 AKultstätte Keller Karl-Marx-Str. 52 12043 150 80 Clubkataster Clubmap 52.482544 13.430559 AKulturfabrik Moabit Lehrter Str. 35 10557 300 5 15 Own www 52.534274 13.359235 AKunstfabrik Schlot Invalidenstraße 117 10115 150 14 Hooolp Own www 52.530214 13.384810 AKVU Kirche v.Unten Storkower Str. 119 10407 100 Clubcataster Alex 52.535599 13.451934 AKöpi 137 Köpenicker Str. 137 10179 120 4 Own www Kat 52.507705 13.426113 ALido Cuvrystr. 7 10997 550 26 Own www Alex 52.499220 13.445029 ALinse Parkaue 25 10347 200 Participant 52.516721 13.476002 ALoophole Boddinstr. 60 12053 150 4 Indieberlin.de Clubcataster Own www 52.480600 13.432850 AMadame Claude Lübbener Strasse 18 10997 150 20 5 Own www Indieberlin.de 52.499553 13.437345 AMarie Antoinette Holzmarktstr. 15-18 10179 300 300 4 Own www Clubkataster 52.513014 13.422845 AMaschinenhaus Kulturbrauerei Schönhauser Alle 36 10435 250 100 30 Own www Indieberlin.de 52.538300 13.412980 AMax-Schmeling-Halle Am Falkpl. 1, 10437 7500 >800 Own www 52.545944 13.406116 AMaze Mehringdamm 61 10961 150 100 6 Own www Clubkataster 52.490783 13.387366 AMein Haus am See Brunnenstr. 197-198 10119 100 100 8 Clubcataster Own www 52.529974 13.400738 AMercedes-Benz Arena Mercedes-Platz 1 10243 17000 >800 Wiki 52.506314 13.443632 AMonarch Skalitzer Str. 134 10999 150 Own www Kat 52.499350 13.419530 AMultilayerladen Adalbertstr. 4 10999 150 Clubcataster Alex 52.500000 13.418950 AMusic und Frieden Falckensteinstr. 48 10997 300 100 24 15 Participant Own www 52.500809 13.444817 AOlympic Stadium Olympischer Platz 3 14053 74244 >800 Season Wiki 52.514697 13.239499 DPanke Gerichtstr. 23 13347 150 5 Own www Clubkataster 52.544301 13.372490 APhilharmonie Herbert von Karajan Straße 1 10785 2250 >800 Hooolp Own www 52.510032 13.369693 CPostbahnhof Ostbahnhof Straße der Pariser Kommune 8 10243 2300 14 Indieberlin.de Own www Clubkataster 52.508634 13.437268 APrachtwerk Ganghoferstr. 2 12043 150 80 6 Own www 52.479056 13.438736 APrince Charles Club Prinzenstrasse 85 10969 200 100 4 Own www Kat 52.503273 13.408719 APrivatclub Skalitzer Str. 85-86 10997 200 100 13 12 Own www Alex 52.499922 13.434704 AQuasimodo Kantstraße 12a 10623 350 8 Kat 52.506044 13.328570 ARadialsystem Holzmarktstr. 33 10243 500 >800 14 15 Own www Alex 52.510325 13.428691 ARickenbackers Bundesallee 194 b 10717 100 80 4 Own www Clubkataster 52.491950 13.331440 ARitter Butzke Ritterstr. 24 10969 300 >800 4 Clubcataster Own www 52.502863 13.407891 ARoadrunners Saarbrücker Strasse 24 10405 300 100 Participant 52.530444 13.413356 ARosengarten Weinbergsweg 13 10119 300 Season Clubkataster 52.532471 13.403413 DRosis Revaler Str. 29 10245 200 10 Participant Clubkataster 52.504983 13.462464 AVolksbüne Gross Saal Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz 2 10178 600 >800 25 20 Participant Clubcataster 52.527141 13.412019 ASage Club Köpenicker Str. 76 10179 300 5 5 Clubcataster Own www 52.511048 13.417030 AScherer 8 Schererstrasse 8 13347 80 80 4 Own www Kat 52.552031 13.358244 ASchlot Invalidenstraße 117 10115 250 300 Jazzclubberlin.com 52.530262 13.386110 BSchokoladen Ackerstr. 169 10115 80 80 6 Alex Kat 52.529777 13.397114 ASchwuZ Rollbergstraße 16 12053 1100 >800 Clubkataster Indieberlin.de 52.479359 13.433227 AShangl Hangl Schönstedtstrasse 14 12045 150 Clubkataster 52.482471 13.436351 ASilent Green Gerichtstr. 35 13347 300 300 4 Participant 52.545717 13.366553 ASO36 Oranienstrasse 190 10999 600 300 Participant Clubcataster 52.500392 13.422102 ASowieso Weisestr. 24 12049 150 80 10 Own www Alex 52.475394 13.424406 ASpirale Jugendhaus Westfälische Str. 16 10709 190 80 4 Own www Alex 52.492974 13.306526 ASupamolly Jessner Str. 41 10247 100 80 7 5 Participant 52.510646 13.471524 ATausend Schiffbauerdamm 11 10117 150 100 17 Own www Alex 52.520890 13.384590 ATempodrom Möckernstrasse 10 10963 3800 >800 6 55 Own www Clubkataster 52.501626 13.381228 AThe Pearl Fasanenstr. 81 10623 100 80 5 Clubkataster 52.505163 13.328570 ATiefgrund Laskerstr 5 10245 100 80 Participant Clubkataster 52.501696 13.465580 ATommy Haus Wilhelmstrasse 9 10963 150 80 4 Own www Press 52.501438 13.388843 ATrickster Oberbaumstr. 11 10997 100 Kat 52.498830 13.431120 ATrompete Lützowplatz 9 10785 150 100 4 5 Clubcataster Alex 52.504446 13.353529 AUFA Fabrik Victoriastr. 14 12105 300 300 8 19 Clubcataster Own www 52.454177 13.382496 AUrban Spree Revaler Strasse 99 10245 250 100 19 12 Participant 52.507661 13.451450 AVelodrom Berlin Paul-Heyse-Str. 26 10407 12000 >800 5 30 Clubcataster Own www 52.530765 13.451085 AWaldbuehne Am Glockenturm 14053 22000 >800 Season Own www Clubkataster 52.515769 13.229124 DWeisse Rose Martin-Luther-Str. 77 10825 100 80 4 0 Clubkataster Own www 52.488259 13.346111 BWest Germany Skalitzer Str. 133 10999 100 80 6 12 Own www Alex 52.499344 13.419243 AWhite Trash Fast Food Am Flutgraben 2 12435 750 500 Participant 52.496764 13.451713 AWild at Heart Wienersrtasse 20 10999 150 80 10 Participant Clubkataster 52.497532 13.431020 AWintergarten Potsdamer Str. 96 10785 400 500 4 25 Participant 52.502220 13.364460 BWukheide Straße zum FEZ 4 - 6 12459 17000 >800 Season Own www 52.461927 13.545462 DYaam An der Schillingbrücke 3 10243 3000 >800 9 Indieberlin.de Clubcataster Own www 52.509255 13.430532 AYorkschlösschen Yorckstr. 15 10965 100 80 25 Own www Alex 52.493631 13.382237 BZig Zag Hauptstr. 89 12159 150 28 15 Own www 52.475258 13.340205 BZimmer 16 Florastraße 16 13187 80 80 8 10 Own www Alex 52.565515 13.401451 AZosch Tucholskystrasse 30, 10117 80 12 Own www Kat 52.526010 13.393820 AZukunft Lasker Straße 5 10245 300 300 8 15 Participant Clubcataster 52.501487 13.465875 A


